87th Annual Honors Convocation

Hill Auditorium | March 21, 2010
This year marks the 87th Honors Convocation held at the University of Michigan since the first was instituted on May 13, 1924, by President Marion LeRoy Burton. On these occasions the University publicly recognizes and commends the undergraduate students in its schools and colleges who have earned distinguished academic records or have excelled as leaders in the community. It is highly appropriate that those students be honored who have most clearly and effectively demonstrated academic excellence, dynamic leadership, and inspirational volunteerism. The Honors Convocation takes rank with the Commencement Exercises among the important ceremonies of the University year.

The names of the students who are honored for outstanding achievement this year appear in this program. They include all students who have earned University Honors in both Winter 2009 and Fall 2009, all seniors who have earned University Honors in either Winter 2009 or Fall 2009 and recipients of the William J. Branstrom Freshman Prize. First year undergraduate students whose academic achievement during their first semester on campus places them in the upper five percent of their college class are awarded the William J. Branstrom Freshman Prize.

James B. Angell Scholars are given a special place in the program. In addition, the Student Speaker is recognized individually for exemplary contributions to the University community.

To all honored students, and to their parents, the University extends its hearty congratulations.
Honored Students  
Honored Faculty  
Faculty Colleagues and Friends of the University  

It is a pleasure to welcome you to the 87th University of Michigan Honors Convocation. On behalf of the academic leaders on the Ann Arbor, Dearborn, and Flint campuses, I thank you for joining us today.

The Honors Convocation is an important University tradition. It provides us with the opportunity to recognize and celebrate the outstanding academic achievements of undergraduate students from all three of our campuses.

Today we honor students whose achievements exemplify the University's commitment to academic excellence, committed and creative leadership, and thoughtful service. These students have demonstrated a passion for learning – challenging themselves and their teachers with tough questions and innovative ideas that stretch the boundaries of knowledge and open new pathways for exploration.

The University's mission statement clearly states our commitment to “developing leaders who will challenge the present and enrich the future.” The students we honor today give life to that commitment through their purposeful engagement with the world.

Today we also honor a group of distinguished faculty members who have joined us for this ceremony. Recently recognized by the University for their outstanding teaching and scholarship, they represent the many individuals in our community who inspire, challenge, and support our students.

As we congratulate our students, we also want to recognize, with deep appreciation, the parents, family members, and friends who have nurtured and supported these remarkable young people. The University of Michigan shares the pride you feel in their accomplishments. With you, we look forward to the contributions they will make to the future.

Congratulations and Welcome!

Teresa A. Sullivan
**Order of Exercises**

Honors Convocation, March 21, 2010

“If Wishes Were Horses… Do We Dare Bet on Innovation?”
While the theme for this year’s event could be called “What’s Next?”, our particular focus is on the assumptions that are necessary to answer that question. Those who extrapolate from current economic, environmental, and political trends paint a bleak picture of our prospects for the future. Yet innovation has often changed the direction of history. Today’s speakers will offer their perspectives on envisioning the future.

**Carillon Selections**

Jennifer Steers  
*Junior, College of Engineering*

**Prelude**

*SIXTEENTH CENTURY FRENCH DANCES*  
Composed by Claude Gervaise and Pierre d’Attaignant  
*University of Michigan Symphony Band Brass Choir*  
John Pasquale  
*Assistant Director of Bands*

**Processional**

*Crown Imperial*  
Composed by Sir William Walton  
*Andrew Meagher, A.Mus.D.*  
*School of Music, Theatre & Dance*

**The National Anthem**

Matthew Duncan  
*Freshman, College of Arts and Sciences*  
*University of Michigan-Flint*

**Welcome**

Teresa A. Sullivan  
*Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs*

**Honors Convocation Speaker**

Elizabeth Bicknell Golightly  
*Junior, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts*  
*Three Term Angell Scholar, University Honors*

**Presentation of Honors Students**

Teresa A. Sullivan  
*Ruth J. Person*  
*Chancellor, UM-Flint*

Daniel Little  
*Chancellor, UM-Dearborn*

Lester P. Monts  
*Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs*
PRESENTATION OF
THURNAU PROFESSORS

Teresa A. Sullivan

HONORS CONVOCATION
Speaker

James Paul Holloway
Arthur F. Thurnau Professor
Professor of Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education
College of Engineering

MUSICAL SELECTION

Will There Really Be A Morning?
Composed by Emily Dickinson,
Music Setting by Richard Hundley
Amy Petrongelli
Master’s Student, School of Music, Theatre & Dance
Joel Ayau, accompanist
Doctoral Student, School of Music, Theatre & Dance

INTRODUCTION
OF THE PRESIDENT

Teresa A. Sullivan

THE CONVOCATION
ADDRESS

Mary Sue Coleman
President

CLOSING

Teresa A. Sullivan

*THE ALMA MATER

The Yellow and Blue
Composed by Michael W. Balfe
Andrew Meagher and the Audience
(see words on back cover)

*RECESSIONAL

Toccata from Organ Symphonie V
Composed by Charles Marie Widor
Andrew Meagher

*Those who are able are asked to stand for portions of the program asterisked (*). At the conclusion of the program, the audience will please remain standing until the platform party has left the auditorium.

The University of Michigan wishes to thank Elizabeth Clarno and Tracey Romanow, American Sign Language Interpreters, for their important service during this program. In addition, a viewing area equipped with real-time captioning is designated on the main floor. Please ask a faculty marshal if you need assistance locating this area.
Elizabeth Bicknell Golightly  
*Junior, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts*

Libby Golightly, who came to the University of Michigan from Grosse Pointe, is a junior who is majoring in Political Science in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, where she is also pursuing a minor in the Program in the Environment. She is engaged in numerous academic and professional activities, with responsibilities as a resident advisor at the university and as a language teacher of third-grade students in the Ann Arbor Languages Partnership. She has also been active in the political community, working as an intern and volunteer for the 2008 election of United States Senator Carl Levin, and participating in the U-M College Democrats organization. For outstanding performance in her coursework, she has earned the designation of Angell Scholar in multiple semesters and has been awarded University Honors in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. Additionally, she holds the distinction of being a Regents Scholarship Student.

James Paul Holloway  
*Arthur F. Thurnau Professor  
Professor of Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences  
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education  
College of Engineering*

Professor Holloway was named a Thurnau Professor in 2007, in recognition of his excellence in and dedication to undergraduate education, particularly for his commitment to being both demanding and encouraging. He earned B.S. and M.S. degrees in nuclear engineering at the University of Illinois, followed by a Ph.D. in engineering physics at the University of Virginia. He came to the University of Michigan as an assistant professor in 1990, and has built his professional career in an array of interconnected fields, including neutron and photon transport theory, nuclear reactor physics and control, mathematical analysis of engineering problems, and computational physics and engineering. At the University of Michigan, he has taught thousands of students in his undergraduate Introduction to Computers and Programming, while also directing advanced graduate courses in specialized topics such as radiation shielding. Professor Holloway’s wide-ranging publications are notable for their insight and discovery, and he is the recipient of numerous professional and university honors. Among his many awards, his extensive recognition includes the National Science Foundation Young Investigator Award (1993-98), the Teaching Excellence Award of the College of Engineering (2000), the Nuclear Engineering & Radiological Sciences Outstanding Achievement Award (2004), and the Nuclear Engineering & Radiological Sciences Alpha Nu Sigma Faculty Teaching Award (2004), for which he was selected by students in the College of Engineering. With his extensive supervision of graduate students and dissertations, he is playing a major role in creating the next generation of scientists and engineers in nuclear engineering and radiological sciences. Recently, he also conducted research into and compiled a captivating biographical portrait of the university benefactor Arthur Frederick Thurnau (1882-1979), whose gifts to the University of Michigan resulted in the ongoing legacy of Thurnau Professors, faculty members who are recognized for their inspiring brilliance in undergraduate teaching.
RHODES, MARSHALL, AND MITCHELL SCHOLARSHIPS

Rhodes Scholarships and Marshall Scholarships are among the world’s most prestigious academic awards for graduate students. Since the estate of British philanthropist Cecil John Rhodes established Rhodes Scholarships in 1904, twenty-six University of Michigan alumni have studied as Rhodes Scholars at Oxford University. Thirty-two Americans are named Rhodes Scholars each year. International students may apply to or be nominated by 13 other jurisdictions designated by the Rhodes Trust. Students are nominated and appointed based on literary and scholastic attainments; energy to use talents to the fullest; truth, courage, devotion to duty, unselfishness, and sympathy for and protection of the weak; and moral force of character, interest in one's fellow human beings, and the instinct to lead.

Marshall Scholarships, founded by an Act of Parliament in 1953, finance opportunities for young American scholars of high ability to study in the United Kingdom. The scholarship commemorates the humane ideals of the European Recovery Program (Marshall Plan) and funds two years of study. At least forty Marshall Scholarships are awarded annually to American students who demonstrate maturity, self-reliance, and self-discipline. Fourteen University of Michigan students have been named Marshall Scholars.

In 1999, the George J. Mitchell Scholarships were established for American university students. This third competitive national scholarship program, supported by the Irish and British governments and other benefactors, honors former Senator George J. Mitchell for his contributions to the Northern Ireland peace process. The prestigious award allows Americans to pursue one year of post-graduate study in Ireland and Northern Ireland. Up to twelve George J. Mitchell Scholarships are awarded annually to students who have shown both academic distinction and the potential for leadership.

We proudly recognize the following students who were endorsed by the University of Michigan this year:

**Sam Burns**
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts
MARSHALL NOMINEE

**Kent Caldwell**
School of Art and Design
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts
MARSHALL NOMINEE

**Anjuli Jain Figueroa**
College of Engineering
RHODES NOMINEE
MARSHALL NOMINEE

**Sarah Jukaku**
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts
RHODES FINALIST
MARSHALL NOMINEE
**UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN**
**SYMPHONY BAND BRASS CHOIR**

*Trumpet*
Chris Albrecht  
Joe Brown  
Becky Gawron  
Paula Guro

*Horn*
Stacie Mickens

*Trombone*
James Ginn  
Patrick Montgomery  
Matt Scott  
Stefan Stolarchuk

*Tuba*
Landres Bryant

*Percussion*
Katelynn Heasley  
Samuel Livingston
The Thurnau Professorships were established in 1988 by a bequest from Arthur F. Thurnau to recognize and reward faculty for outstanding contributions to undergraduate education. The professorships honor tenured faculty members who, through their commitment and investment in undergraduate teaching, have had a positive impact on the intellectual development and lives of students.

Thurnau Professors receive $20,000 grants to support activities that enhance teaching. It is this important recognition for faculty that Arthur F. Thurnau so generously provided for and that the University of Michigan celebrates.

The University is pleased to recognize this year’s Thurnau Professors.
Joel D. Blum  
*Arthur F. Thurnau Professor*  
*John D. MacArthur Professor of Geological Sciences*  
*Professor of Geological Sciences*  
*Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology*  
*College of Literature, Science, and the Arts*

As one colleague observed, Professor Blum “truly believes that earth science education in our department should be a life changing experience for undergraduate students, and he has a well-thought-out plan” for achieving this goal. By emphasizing experiential and problem-based learning, both on campus and in field settings, he successfully engages students at all levels, majors and non-majors, in rigorous scientific inquiry. According to one student, Professor Blum “has opened up the world of science to me.” As department chair and director of the university’s field station in Jackson, Wyoming, Professor Blum expanded the course offerings at Camp Davis to reflect a wider range of disciplines, developed new interdisciplinary courses, and modernized the site’s facilities. He also took advantage of the site as an opportunity for students to apply their knowledge to solve concrete and timely problems, and design group projects in which students propose models for making the camp a self-sustaining energy system. These efforts have led to a significant increase in student participation in the programs. Professor Blum’s generous mentoring of students, both in advising individualized projects and in less formal capacities, has also had a profound impact on attracting, inspiring, and retaining underrepresented populations in the sciences.

Anne Ruggles Gere  
*Arthur F. Thurnau Professor*  
*Gertrude Buck Collegiate Professor of Education*  
*Professor of Education*  
*School of Education*  
*Professor of English Language and Literature*  
*College of Literature, Science, and the Arts*

The consummate “teacher-scholar,” Professor Gere skillfully blends “using theory to improve practice and using practice as a site to incubate and develop theory.” In the School of Education she designed and taught highly subscribed courses that engage students in appreciating the intersection between educational issues and social justice through first-hand data collection, textual analysis, and ethnographic field work. She has extended her commitment to multicultural education by developing programs such as Teachers for Tomorrow, which prepare teachers to work in under-resourced schools. As director of the Sweetland Writing Center, Professor Gere launched a major research program involving longitudinal studies of student writing, and she revised the process by which students are placed into first-year writing courses. In addition, she undertook a curriculum redesign, including the introduction of “New Media Writing,” which focuses on writing in digital environments such as blogs, podcasts, and websites. Colleagues and students remark on the immense personal attention Professor Gere devotes to helping her students improve their writing, especially in how she designs course assignments and comments extensively on essay drafts. She is noted as an enduring mentor who continues to affect students long after they have left the classroom and even the university. As one student wrote, “Professor Gere’s class taught me skills that I use in all of my classes. I learned to love writing and enjoyed learning by writing.”
Louis E. Loeb  
*Arthur F. Thurnau Professor*  
Professor of Philosophy  
*College of Literature, Science, and the Arts*

With a career spanning four decades, Professor Loeb has consistently promoted a “culture of education” within the Philosophy Department, both as a “legendary lecturer” and as the department chair. He has been recognized with numerous teaching awards at both the university and college levels. The “kind of instructor students never forget,” Professor Loeb possesses a remarkable ability to present abstruse and complex philosophical questions in concrete ways with great humor and verve. His contagious enthusiasm and abiding intellectual curiosity inspire students to pursue and debate issues outside of class. As one graduate student who taught with him marveled, “He jumps, he shouts, he embodies philosophy in front of the students. They don’t just see how to do philosophy, they witness someone who loves it and breathes it.” Colleagues credit Professor Loeb’s “masterful” and “brilliant” instruction in highly subscribed gateway courses, for the large numbers of concentrators and minors in the department. He also excels in generating conversations in smaller discussion-oriented settings, ensuring that “all opinions were fairly discussed and evaluated.” As the department chair, Professor Loeb oversaw a major reorganization of the undergraduate curriculum and an equally sizable overhaul of the graduate program. In testament to his immeasurable contributions to the department and the university, one former student implored, “Don’t let him retire ever.”

Robin M. Queen  
*Arthur F. Thurnau Professor*  
Associate Professor of Linguistics  
Associate Professor of Germanic Languages and Literatures  
*College of Literature, Science, and the Arts*

An inventive adopter of pedagogical technologies and inspiring mentor and colleague, Professor Queen exhibits a “drive to make learning linguistics accessible to all students.” Of her use of blogs, online opinion polls, and video clips from popular media sources to engage students in relating sociolinguistics to their own lives, a colleague observed, “Clearly, her use of technology *transforms* her courses.” In courses she has designed, such as “Language and the Mass Media” and “Language and Discrimination,” Professor Queen fosters the development of multiple perspectives and commitment to diversity. She successfully initiates and sustains complex and often emotionally charged conversations about how people use language as a means of social statement, affiliation, and, sometimes, conflict. Students report that Professor Queen’s approach to these courses shapes the way they view and interact with the world. Her engagement with multicultural issues extends beyond the classroom to the curricular level, where Professor Queen has been instrumental in developing a new sub-concentration on “Linguistics for a Multicultural World” and has been actively involved in initiatives to assess the effectiveness of new teaching technologies. She is also a generous and highly sought-after mentor, advising student research projects on an impressive range of topics. A former honors advisee recalled, “That she gave me the tools I needed to take authorship of my own education marks Dr. Queen as both a mentor and an educator.”
Edward West
Arthur F. Thurnau Professor
Professor of Art
School of Art and Design

Professor West is lauded as a “tireless champion of university arts education.” Indeed, his contributions to the students and the curriculum at the School of Art and Design are immense. He launched curricular innovations such as reconceptualizing required core courses, implementing a fellowship program that invited emergent artists to campus, and increasing opportunities for students to study abroad. And he transformed the school’s physical facilities to include a center for print media, a photography studio, and a gallery for undergraduates to benefit from graduate students’ work. Present and former students note his honesty, generosity, and compassion in providing feedback on their work and in serving as an ongoing mentor for their studies. They also remark on his acute insight and productive criticism, appreciating how he asks “difficult and pointed questions ... the kind of questions that make [one] face the complicated problems artists encounter as they process their ideas and create work.” Professor West demonstrates a genuine and deep concern for creating an inclusive learning environment, treating his students fully as peers and tackling diverse topics in his courses, from the politics of representation in photography to addressing issues of race and ethnicity. The commitment to interdisciplinarity that shapes his artistic work extends to his pedagogy, as he urges students to think across artistic media and also to draw on theories and perspectives from other fields in order to, in the words of one student, “foster an understanding of a connected universe.”
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DEANS AND REPRESENTATIVES

Frank J. Ascione, Dean, College of Pharmacy
(not represented)

Deborah Loewenberg Ball, Dean, School of Education

Rosina M. Bierbaum, Dean, School of Natural Resources and Environment
(not represented)

Evan H. Caminker, Dean, Law School
(not represented)

Susan M. Collins, Joan and Sanford Weill Dean of Public Policy, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy
(represented by Professor John Chamberlin)

Paul N. Courant, University Librarian and Dean of University Libraries
(not represented)

Robert J. Dolan, Edward J. Frey Dean of Business, Stephen M. Ross School of Business
(represented by Associate Dean Valerie Y. Suslow)

Christopher Kendall, Dean, School of Music, Theatre & Dance
(represented by Associate Dean Betty Anne Younker)

Laura Lein, Dean, School of Social Work
(represented by Special Counsel to the Dean John Tropman)

Terrence J. McDonald, Dean, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

David C. Munson, Robert J. Vlasic Dean of Engineering, College of Engineering

Martha E. Pollack, Dean, School of Information

Peter J. Polverini, Dean, School of Dentistry

Monica Ponce de Leon, Dean, A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning
(represented by Interim Chair Melissa A. Harris)

Kathleen Potempa, Dean, School of Nursing
(represented by Assistant Dean Richard Redman)

Bryan Rogers, Dean, School of Art and Design

Kenneth E. Warner, Dean, School of Public Health
(not represented)

Janet A. Weiss, Dean, Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs–Graduate Studies
(not represented)

James O. Woolliscroft, Dean, Medical School
(represented by Senior Associate Dean Joseph Kolars)

Ronald F. Zernicke, Dean, School of Kinesiology
The colorful gowns and hoods worn by faculty members at commencement and other academic ceremonies represent the degrees, disciplines, and alma maters of the wearers. The American academic costume tradition, imported from England, dates to Colonial days.

GOWNS
Bachelor’s or master’s degree gowns traditionally are black, as are many doctoral gowns in the United States. Some universities prescribe that their graduates wear gowns of another solid color such as blue, crimson, or green. Gowns differ in sleeve cut and trim. For example, the bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves while the master’s gown has oblong sleeves. Doctoral gowns, with their distinctive bell-shaped sleeves, feature velvet panels down the front and around the neck, as well as crossbars of velvet on the sleeves. Colored trim denotes the field or discipline in which the degree was earned. Usually only a single degree from one institution is indicated by a garment. If more than one degree is held, the gown and hood of the higher or highest degree usually are worn.

HOODS
The hood most precisely describes the wearer’s level of degree earned, the major field of learning, and the alma mater. The level of the degree held is indicated by the hood’s shape and size and the width of its velvet or velveteen trimming. The bachelor’s, master’s, and doctor’s hoods are 36 inches, 42 inches, and 48 inches long, respectively. The velvet trim is two, three, and five inches wide, with the narrowest being for the bachelor’s hood and the widest for the doctor’s hood. The color of trim on the hood, as on the gown, identifies the major field of learning in which the degree was awarded. The hood is lined with the official colors of the college or university conferring the degree.

CAPS
Caps vary in style from the traditional black mortarboard to eight-, six-, and four-corner tambs, and Elizabethan-style caps. The mortarboard may be of any appropriate material, such as cotton, poplin, rayon, or silk, to match the gown. Velvet is reserved for holders of doctorates.

ACADEMIC COLORS
The colors of the various disciplines are as follows:

Architecture and Urban Planning
- blue violet

Business Administration
- drab

Dentistry
- lilac

Education
- light blue

Engineering
- orange

Fine Arts
- brown

Information
- lemon

Kinesiology
- sage green

Law
- purple

Literature and Arts
- white

Medicine
- green

Music
- pink

Natural Resources and Environment
- russet

Nursing
- apricot

Pharmacy
- olive green

Philosophy
- dark blue

Public Health
- salmon pink

Public Policy
- peacock blue

Science
- golden yellow

Social Work
- citron

Mingled colors distinguish combined curriculums.
The flags behind the platform are arranged in the order in which the schools and colleges they represent were founded. As the audience faces the flags, the arrangement from left to right is the following:

- College of Literature, Science, and the Arts
- Medical School
- Law School
- School of Dentistry
- College of Pharmacy
- College of Engineering
- Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies
- A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning
- School of Education
- Stephen M. Ross School of Business
- President’s flag
- University flag
- Regents’ flag
- School of Natural Resources and Environment
- School of Music, Theatre & Dance
- School of Nursing
- School of Public Health
- School of Social Work
- University of Michigan–Flint
- University of Michigan–Dearborn
- School of Information
- School of Art and Design
- School of Kinesiology
- Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy

The University’s mace, a symbol of authority, is carried at the head of academic processions on such important ceremonial occasions as commencements, convocations, and inaugurations. The mace being used today was given to the University in 1968 by the Senior Board, representing all the undergraduate schools and colleges. Crafted of red oak and trimmed with silver, the mace features the seals of the University and of the State of Michigan. Also engraved on the mace are the names of the University Presidents.
JAMES B. ANGELL SCHOLARS

Students who achieve an all “A” record for two or more consecutive terms are recognized as James B. Angell Scholars. The student must have taken a minimum of 14 credit hours each term, including at least 12 graded credits. Following each scholar’s name is the number of consecutive terms the student has had an all “A” record.

A. ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Paridhi Agarwal 3
Joshua Aaron Appleman, B.S. 2
Johanna Brandt 2
Samuel Latham Burner 2

Brad Allen Cutter 2
Christopher Michael Johnson 2
Bernard Peng, B.S. 3

Sarah Elizabeth Sharp 2
Elizabeth Reed Yarina 7
Sophia Adalaine Zhou 4

B. ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Sharon Brzezinski 3
Richard Kent Caldwell 2
Laura Anne Cavanagh 2
Alyssa Michelle Chambo 2
Melanie Mirdell Conn 5

Annie Elizabeth Garcia 2
Ariel Leah Markowitz 3
Trisha Marie Previte 3
Megan Marie Sawyer 2

Kaitlin Elizabeth Shulman 2
Kelsey Ann Shultis 3
Simone Mallory Sukhdeo 3
Sally Mae Volkmann 2

C. SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Andrew John Ahadi 2
Ashley Christine Anderson 3
Jan Bak 3
Zakary James Belisle 2
Spencer Charles Bentley 2
Christine Marie Bertsch 3
Christopher Kyle Boffi 3
Colin Carpenter Buck 2
Amy Kathryn Caldwell, B.B.A. 2
Alexander T. Chi 2
James Edward Cooper 4
Poonam Rajesh Dagli 3
Daniel Leon Dantus 2
Eric Alan Dudek 2
Martin John Eriks 4
Martha Elyse Everett 4
Kiley Rae Goorhouse 2
Alexander Gribov 6
Michael Haoming Guo 2
Holly Susan Gwiazd 3
David Brett Hackner 2

James Anthony Hadel 2
Elad Elie Hillman, B.B.A. 3
Tiffany Ann Hsueh 5
Jesse Chun Wei Ip 3
Jared Noah Jacobs 2
Anna Catherine Jones 5
Marissa Hali Kaplan 3
Thomas Robert Knauff 2
Allison M. Konkel 3
Ruchika Kumar 3
Nicholas John Kuneman, A.B., B.B.A. 2
Stephen Hsun-Heng Lee 2
Shane Fagan Malott 3
Shreyance Manhar Mandaliya 2
Amol Mepani 2
Christopher Michael Meszaros 2
Kenneth Michael Michalzek 2
Denis Murtaza Mokanov 3
Brendan Douglas Motz 5
Alexander Ivanov Nestorov 3

Marco Antonio Oropeza Gomez 4
Alexander Donald Page 2
Ankur Ashok Patel 3
Yezi Peng 2
Jeffrey Brian Petigrow 3
Kevin James Prior 3
Nabeel Qadri 3
John Corbin Qian 2
Ifat Ribbon 3
Jason Ryan Rosenthal 2
Todd Steven Scheff 3
John Jordan Schoettle 2
Ariel Nathan Schorr 2
Adam Charles Schubatis 3
Julie Michelle Schubiner 2
Bala Chandran Sekaran 2
Christopher Kyle Shen 2
Courtney Lynn Smith 2
Arvind Vikram Sohoni, B.B.A. 3
Edward Zhou Song 2
Dominic Michael Spadacene 3
Mengfei Sun 4
Adam Peter Swiecicki 4
Ana Irina Taralunga 3
Michael Thomas Tepatti 2
Justin Michael Teplitz 3
Mary Sameera Van Houten 2
Kasey Jiangting Wang 3
Matthew Yifei Wang 4
William L. Wang 3
Keith Eric West 2
Yue Xi 2
Yiqun Yang, B.B.A. 2
Eric Chen-Kwan Yee, B.B.A. 2
Jerry Aaron Zhao 2

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Jennifer Lynn Myers 3
Victoria Marie Myers 2

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Stephanie Kae Alexander 5
Ashleigh Renee Begres 3
Audrey Leigh Lampen Bon 2
Lisa Marie Clinton 4
Sean Christopher Dardis 3
Lawrence Marshall Dunlap 5
Teddi Kristine Ewing 2
Nicholas Edward Farrell 5
Shelagh Jane Fehrenbach 5
Claire Elise Foster 2
Emily Louise Hudak 3
Danica Lynell Kasner 2
Danielle Susan Lacasse 2
Amanda Jo Leikof 2
Caroline Victoria Maxwell 2
Megan Vanessa McCall 2
Maryclaire Micallef 2
Eric Robert Ortbal 5
Jennifer Marie Patterson 2
Laura Lee Raubacher, A.B.Ed. 4
Jacklyn May Somers, A.B.Ed. 4
Casey Lynn Thelen, A.B.Ed. 6
John Philip Truesdell 3
Megan Elizabeth Umstead 2
Danielle Erin Vostrizansky 6

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Arthur Adisusanto 4
Nirmit Agarwala 2
Joshua Michael Allemon 2
Sharif Maher Anous 3
Christopher James Baik 3
Brooke Lynne Bailey, B.S.E.I.O. 2
Guha Balakrishnan 5
Justin R. Ball 3
Erik Matthew Barbara 4
Rebekah Sarah Bartlett 3
Jonathan Louis Bauer 2
Tyler James R. Bergin 2
David James Bernthal 3
Cody John Bird 2
Shane Michael Boehner, B.S.E.Elec 6
Calvin James Boerigter 5
Elizabeth Ann Boettner 3
Katherine Louise Bouman 4
Christopher James Bracken 3
Ross Benjamin Broms 2
Joel David Brooks 4
Michael Loeb Brown 2
Rex Andrew Brown 3
Stephen James Brown 2
Jeremy Alexander Brownie 2
Udayan Bubna, B.S.E.I.O., M.S.E. 2
Jordan Thomas Burnie, B.S.E.Civ 3
Britton Bush 2
Jared Samuel Buzo, B.S.E.Civ 2
David Julian Caldwell 2
Bradford James Campbell 2
Sean Eamon Carney 2
Pey Yuan Chan 3
Wai Lee Chan 3
Brian Thomas Chase 2
Liting Chen 5
Stephanie Chen, B.S.E.B.E. 3
Yuan Chen 2
Yuh-Fu Chen 2
Yuntao Chen 2
Tianle Cheng 3
Jeffrey John Chenhall 5
Vipul Chhajer 2
Weicheng Chin 3
Robert Ernest Chlum 2
Victoria Anne Choe 2
Aaron Michael Chow, B.S.E.Aero 4
Erica Suzanne Christensen 2
Alfred Chung 7
Alexander Ryan Cicerone 3
Steven Ward Clarkson 2
Kevin Christopher Connolly 2
Michelle Renee Cote 3
Alexandre David Curaudeau 2
Adam James Davis 5
Catherine Rose Davlin 2
Benjamin David Dennis 2
Akhay Dilip Desai 3
Alexandra Lorraine Doan 2
Andrew Joseph Doss 2
Michael Burgess Doud, B.S.E.Ch.E 3
Anupinder Singh Dulat 2
Olivia Nicole Dunn 3
Alexander Paul Dursea, B.S.E.B.E. 3
John William Dydo, B.S.E.C.S., B.S.E.Comp 6
Jessica Lauren Ernst, A.B. 3
Michael William Evertsberg 3
Olivia Fitzgerald Fajen 4
Alanna Rose Farber 4
Rebecca Anne Farner 2
Stephanie Marie Farr 2
Sarah Bradley Feenstra 3
Dara Nicole Feinman 3
Ashley Elizabeth Felber 2
Claire Margaret Felt 2
Kevin Thomas Fennell 2
Adam Ahmed Hassen Ferris 4
Kevin Benjamin Ginsburg 2
Alexandra Grace Glowaski, A.B. 2
Hannah Alice Goff 2
Carly Claire Goldberg 2
Robin Lily Goldberg 7
David Alec Golden 3
Leah F. Goldmann 2
Jason Solomon Goldrosen 2
Zachary Robert Goldsmith 4
Ariel Lipman Goldstein 2
Amanda Karr Goldstone 2
Netta Golenberg 3
Elizabeth Bicknell Golightly 3
Aaron Jacob Goodman 3
Samuel Eitan Goodman 2
Michaela Marie Goralski 3
Evan Matthew Gordon 2
Matthew Brian Gordon 2
Matthew Toby Gordon 5
Rachna Goswami 3
Patrick James Goussy 3
Edmund Michael Grady 2
Janelle Lynne Grai 4
Arianna Maxie Grand 2
Megan Renee Grant 5
Traci Jessica Grant 6
Alexandria Renee’ Grasel 2
Daniel Edward Graves 2
Matthew Thomas Gray 2
Trevor Austin Gray 3
Harry Beck Greenhouse, A.B. 3
Marie Louise Greenman 3
Emily Elizabeth Greer 2
Marina Gross-Hoy 2
Daniel Crames Grossman 3
Melissa Jill Grudin 3
Jacqueline Lara Gubow 5
Lauren Michelle Gumbiner 2
Angela Wenxia Guo 3
Aakash Ajay Gupta 2
Evon Matthew Guslits 3
Elyssa F. Guslits 2
Alexandra Heather Gutman 2
Peter Albert Gutsche 5
Nicholas Semi Haas 3
Nicholas Eugene Fox Hac 2
Daniel Aaron Haddad 5
Cassandra Lynn Hall 3
Alanna Rose Farber 2
Sarah Rose Hallinen 2
Ariel Rebecca Halperin 3
Rebecca Halpern, A.B. 4
Martin David Halprin, A.B. 3
Hussein Sami Hamid 3
Elizabeth Ann Hamilton 5
Julia Lorah Hammond 3
Audrey Elizabeth Hammonds 2
Angela Jean Hanchar 3
Jordan Arthur Handler 2
Kaoru Harada 4
Annabelle Elizabeth Harless 3
Alison Harley 3
Jamie Rose Harris 2
Jordan Elizabeth Harris 2
Molly Sainer Harris 2
Kyle E. Harvey 2
Auw Kamal Hasan 3
Rachel Elizabeth Hatchiff 5
Bryn G. Hauk 3
Emma Elizabeth Hawk 3
Dorothy Julia Heeber 2
Melissa Katherine Heil 3
Nicholas Charles Heinz 2
Holden David Heitner, B.S. 2
Kate Penelope Heller 2
Kathryn Anne Hendricks 6
Sean Patrick Henry 2
Daniel J. Hermes 7
Caleb Solomon Heyman 4
Ashley Marie Hill 2
Jenna Marie Hill 4
Kathryn Elizabeth Hill 2
Kelsey Ruth Hill, A.B. 2
Robert Schaefer Hinck 2
Jason Michael Hindes 4
Serena Eliz Hinz 5
Lauren Elizabeth Hipp 2
Andrew Richard Hirschel 3
Rebecca Rachel Hirschhorn 2
Breanne Hirshman 2
Alicia Marie Hirt 3
Laura Elizabeth Hlebsko 2
Hayley Rebecca Hoffman 2
Melissa Brooke Hoffman 2
Brian Charles Hohn 2
Alexis Anne Holman 4
Natalie Anne Homer 4
Thomas Stewart Hooker, A.B. 8
Susannah Marlene Hope 5
Jonathan Joseph Horn 4
Meredith Leigh Horowski 3
Tatiana Hortig 2
Ruthi Hortsch 4
Adam Gabriel Horwitz 2
Minzheng Hou 4
Joel Avery Hrtr 3
Po-Yuan Hsiao, B.S. 2
Pe-feng Hsieh 6
Jennifer Zhengan Huang 5
Daniel Dennis Hubbard 4
Matthew Jared Hughes 3
Sarah Jane Hughes 2
Ching Brenda Hung 3
Cailltin Marie Huston 2
James John Ignatz-Hoover 7
Daniel Christopher Ingram 2
Keren Mychal Issacson 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Class Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Lea Mastic</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Mathew</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Kathleen Matthews</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nichole Marie Mattila</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Robert May</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Lynn Mayer</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina Helene Mayne</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Rae McCormick</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Anne McCoy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Phillip McDermott</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allis Sonja McDonald</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kahli Elizabeth McDonald</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Phillip McGlinn</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Patrick McHenry</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Allison McNew</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachin Mehta</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jian Ping Mei</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Poul Melman</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keegan Michael Melstrom</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Deters Melville</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Anthony Meneghini</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levon Tesمفهyun</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Kay Mette</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Marie Metzler</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Paye Meyer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miqelle Sara Milavec</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittney Ann Miller</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Voll Miller</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Gardner Mills</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Elijah Mishler</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Chun-Yi Miu</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuka Ellen Miura</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankita Mohanty</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Edward Mohr</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Michelle Mena</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Matthew Monks</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Rebecca Joseph Moore</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.B., 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Allen Moore</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Irene Scobery Moore</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Patricia Morath</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Lynne Morof</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Aaron Moses</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Wölpole Møss</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moustafa Khaled Moustafa</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Marie Moy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Marie Mueller</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Mac Muir</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Ann Munn</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Christopher Murray</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Matthew Murray</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michela Helen Musto</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Lee Kenny Myer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Sungjoong Myong</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Diana Na</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Ann Nadis</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darrin Matthew Nagengast</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Leslie Nagrotsky</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mio Nakamura</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zainub Fatima Naqvi</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Ruth Nasrzadi</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Eileen Nataaran</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Lee Nestorovski</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Lee Ng</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Chun-Kay Ng</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhengping Mark Ng</td>
<td>B.S., 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annalyn Ng Li-Ting</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Jane Nish</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Helton Noah</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Anne Nolan</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azure Elizabeth Nowara</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kai Liang Nyoi</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sameer Rajendra Oak</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Oas</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Anne Oglevee</td>
<td>A.B., 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Anne O’Hara</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Henry Olds III</td>
<td>B.S., 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renagh Emiko O’Leary</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Catherine Oliver</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Tshu-Tzer Ong</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Blair Oreh</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Ashleigh O’Rourke</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenichi Anthony Osawa</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Raymond Ostro</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shardae Marie Osuna</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will S. Otto</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shira Öyserman</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol J. Pak, A.B., 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Lyn Palanca</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Gutmann Palay</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malav Jayendra Parikh</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaela Jo Denenfeld Parncicky</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipa Dinesh Patel</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayur J. Patel</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melan A. Patel</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinay Rukesh Patel</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirby Nicole Paterson</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Ryan Pearlman</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Alexandra Pearson</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Mary Pelak</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Ashley Pennington</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Elizabeth Perrin</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Matthew Perry</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Anne Perry</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethany Danielle Pester</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Dara Pester</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Croix Petrich</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brent J. Petrone</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Michelle Phillips</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Scott Phillips</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Schour Pickus</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Douglas Piggott</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jory Steven Piglowski</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary Elise Pine</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mina Pirzadeh</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Marie Pisani</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kastor Filip Podgorski</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Carl Pogrund</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Kelly Pogue</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Georgiana Popa</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsten Leigh Popoff</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Ann Pavulius</td>
<td>B.S., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazmine Venice Powell</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael James Powers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Prairie Premo</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Prensky-Pomerantz</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Denise Preseau</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lynn Pressley</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasha Nicole Preston-Suni</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin David Priest</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Aura Proudfoot</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audra Puchalski</td>
<td>A.B., 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Robert Purkey</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scot Curtis Putzig</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Donald Pyden</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Anthony Quail</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Reynolds Quarton</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Lyn Rademacher</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goli Rahimi, A.B., 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaoon Shajib Rahman</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Mary Rajala</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Michelle Randolph</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puneet Kaur Rangi</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Elizabeth Rarus</td>
<td>A.B., 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Julia Raskin</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasha Rastgar</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanvi Siraj Ratani</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Collett Rau</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swathi Guduru Reddy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levi Daniel Redmond</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Robert Reed</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Michelle Reichard</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Katherine Reid</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Richard Reid</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Renee Reimer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Marie Reina</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Alexander Reinel</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Leigh Reiner</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Louise Reinhardt</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Elise Reiter</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Hilary Remer</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Catherine Reno</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julianna Marie Restivo</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Carla Rewald</td>
<td>A.B., 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianne Coreen Rhoades</td>
<td>A.B., 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecelia Clary Rhoads</td>
<td>A.B., 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Kathryn Richardson</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Ann Richardson</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Lee Rickard</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Douglas Ridenour</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Eric Riecke</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Thomas Rink</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Donna Ritter</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Rivard</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Hope Roberts</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Jean Roberts-Wolfe</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Susan Rodgers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Gabrielle Rodriguez</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Vincent Roehling</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Kathe Roehmer</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Annette Rogan</td>
<td>A.B., 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Andrew Rogers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illyse Sara Roblman</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigid Isabel Rojas</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Cole Rome</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Elizabeth Romefelt</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Elise Rosati</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Risha Rosen</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Matthew Rosenblatt</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Leigh Rosenblum</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Maxx Rosenfeld</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Christina Rosengren</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
School of Music, Theatre, and Dance
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

William Andrew Argiroff 2
Emily Rosa Bartell 2
Christine Nicole Beamer, A.B., B.Mus. 10
John Thomas Beresford 3
Janelle Mae Berry 4
Raymond Eugene Biliter, B.Mus. 2
Samantha Jane Biniker 2
Daniel Miles Blumenthal 2
Leah Renee Bobbey 2
Joshua Joseph Borths 2
Matthew Maximino Bouse 4
Grace Barclay Browning, B.Mus. 2
Emily Rosanne Cappo, A.B., B.Mus. 4
Patrick John Carter 6
Jonathan Edward Christopher 4
Sean Michael Collins 5
Christopher Robert Conover 5
Erin Briana Cousins 4
Samuel Zane Crittenden 2
Elizabeth Michele Dugas 2
Shannon Elizabeth Eagen 3
Rainer Joseph Eudeikis 2
Vincent Alexander Fasburg 3
Alexandra Elizabeth Finke 3
James Thomas Ginn 2
Emily Louise Graber 2
Brandon Francis Grimes 3
Jacqueline Louise Hanson 2
Colin Nathan Hartman 3
Stephanie Kathryn Hawkins 3
Andrew John Hayhurst 5
Kelly Elizabeth Hedgspeath 2
Olivia Aletha Hernandez 2
Leah Jewel Hodge 4
Alex Sandweiss Hodges 2
Jonathon Ferriss Hulting-Cohen 2
John Harold Hummel, B.Mus. 4
Shin Hwang 3
James Jaffe 4
Laura Celia Kempa, B.Mus. 4
Ariel Y. Kennedy-Gebhart, A.B., B.Mus. 2
Cheryl Yael Kiken 2
Louis Ryan King 2
Elizabeth Helen Klempere, B.F.A. 8
Audrey Lynne Kline 2
Sarah Shostak Konner 2
Jonathan Charles Konopinski 3
Karleigh McKenna Kroll 3
Andrew Chase Kurland, A.B., B.Mus. 5
Laura Ann Lapidus 4
Andew Steven Laudel, A.B., B.F.A. 5
Ross Douglas Leavitt, B.Mus. 2
Matthew Frank Leslie 6
Kathleen Yin Leung 5
Paul Dunbar Lewis 5
Jamie J. Liu 3
Samantha Read London 3
Eva Anneliese Lymenstull, B.Mus. 4
Eric Joseph Maier 5
Stephanie Jane Maloney 2
Mary Katherine Martin 3
Samantha Massell 3
Michael Joshua Matlock 4
Gail Lindsey McCormick 2
Julie Carolyn Michael 2
Kathryn Frances Mueller 5
Paula Therese Muldoon, B.Mus. 7
Kevin Patrick Munhall 2
Catherine Delia Nix 4
Desiree Anne Oakley 2
Sarah Lordan Paquet 3
Dylan John Perez 2
John Ross Rapson, B.F.A. 5
Daphna Raquel Raz 2
Laura Reed 3
Kelly Ruth Ritter, B.Mus. 6
Ashley Nicole Rollins 3
Jennifer Kathryn Roloff 2
Caroline Woods Ross 2
Emilie Catherine Samuelsen 5
Diana Claire Saum 2
Annabeth Marcia Shirley 5
Erica Anne Shirts 3
Mackenzie Marie Alcala Slottow 3
Katie Jean Smith 4
Trevor William Sponseller 7
Mira Elise Stanley 2
Timothy Brennan Steeves 3

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Universtity of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Sarah Nicole Anderson, A.B. 2
Heidi M. Beck, M.S.W. 2
Erika Marie Beelen 2
Bridget Kathryn Belvitch 4
Robyn Susan Brock 2
Emily Jean Brosius 2
Alyson B. Bryson, B.S.N. 2
Stephanie Jane Clapham 5
Kathryn Elisabeth Clark 5
Andrea Lynn D’Agostino 2
Marissa Jeanine Demartino 2
Debra Dombrowski, B.S.N. 3
Genevieve Donnell, A.B., B.S.N. 4
Thomas John Donnelly 5
Tracy Jones Duval, B.S.N. 3
Kendra Elyse Erskine, B.S.N. 3
Rachel Escobar 2
Anna Marie Evola 2
Katherine Ann Fatum 3
Christine Elizabeth Fleck 5
Aimee Michal Flood 2
Rebecca Skidmore Fogel, B.S.N. 3
Brianna Leigh Freedman 3
Christopher Kenneth Gargala 5
Michele Lynn Grabow 3
Taylor Anne Griglak 6
Heather Elizabeth Harroun 3
Rachael Marie Hollern 4
Ashley Marie Howard 5
Jennifer Huber, B.S.N. 3
Kelly Anne Johnson 3
Kelsey Marie Jones 3
Liv Sunshine Julvezan, B.S.N. 3
David Andrew Kalvelage 3
Rachelle Frances Kilburg 2
Caitlyn Christine Kochanski 4
Wyatt Alexander Kopka 3
Sarah Ann Kovats 6
Theresa Nicole Laeder, B.S.N. 3
Kelly Francy Leja 5
Courtney Anne Lentowich 2
Cara Leonard, B.S., B.S.N. 3
Elsa Rose Lindquist 5
Emilee Patrice Loney 2
Amanda Kathleen MacDonald, B.S.N. 8
Alison Marie Martinneau 3
Lauren Christine McBride 5
Emily Kaye McCallister 5
Brooke Alexa Meyer 3
Kelly Kiernan Miller 2
Mary McCabe Miller 3

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Newaj M. Abdullah 4
Tiffany Linda Chen 2
Nina Michelle Gimino, B.S. 4
Courtney Eleanor Kilbourn 2
Eric Yuqi Zhao 4

GERALD R. FORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY

University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Erin Maureen Begnoch Biehl 2
Elizabeth Deyoung Brouwer, A.B. 2
Katherine Louise Buck 2
Molly Elizabeth Cohen 4
Nathan Edwin Cole 4
Elizabeth Ruth Gebarski 2
Kyle Richard Kreshover 2
Phillip Raymond Kurdunowicz 3
Catherine Ann Laurion 2
Danielle Kara Liffmann, A.B. 3
Evgeny Magidenko, A.B. 3
Colin Alfred Bryant Maloney 5
Tommaso Pavone 4
Lesley Helen Plimpton 7
Rochele-Leigh Joy Rosenberg 6
Kelly Nicole Sampson, A.B. 3
Douglas Adams Sharp 4
Benjamin Louis Rith Simon, A.B. 2
Irene Alexandra Sorser, A.B. 4
Sonya Nina Suter 4
Gabriel Zenon Tourek 2
Emma Zosia Uman, A.B. 2
Kelsey Alexandra Vanoverloop 2
Vanshika Vij, A.B. 2
Matthew Brian Wald 2
Ashley Allen Weech 2
Angela Jean Wyse 4
Erica Anna Zviklin, A.B. 5
COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LETTERS
University of Michigan — Dearborn

Naro A. Babaian 2
Amanda C. Barbosa 3
Sara E. Brady 6
Edward A. Cable 2
Lisa M. Cezat 2
Alexandra T. Chis 3
Allison P. Crow 3
Sara E. Czarniecki 2
Katelyn M. Dezsi 4
Timothy A. Doman, A.B. 5
Ahmad T. Elhaouli 2
Reyna M. Esquivel-King 3
Adam M. Fahs 4
Kenneth T. Eliaouli 2
Rebecca A. Eliaouli 3
Alexandra I. Nouredine 3
Joelle A. Primeau 2

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
University of Michigan — Dearborn

Jessica M. Broughton 4
Michael T. Guerreso 6
Katrina L. Harrington 2
Kristen N. Hill 2

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
University of Michigan — Dearborn

Tandy A. Jurgensen, B.G.S. 2
Ariel R. Lossing 4
Amy T. Szymaszek 3

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
University of Michigan — Dearborn

Nicole M. Anderson 2
Dmitriy Ansolis 7
Christopher N. Bednarz 2
Daniel A. Bowden 3
Steven J. Brettschneider 2
Michael J. Bustamante 2
Andrew R. Claus 2
Shane M. Costello, B.S. 3
Matthew E. Hartzel, B.S.E.C.E. 3
Neil W. Krzyske 3
David A. Lawrenchuk, B.S. 7
Lauren M. Liske, B.S.E.I.E. 2
Aaron McConnell, B.S. 2
Ryan J. Moore 2
Margaret L. Pearce 2
Lucian Popa, B.S.E.E. 5
Emily R. Sharpe 3
Trevor N. Tabaka 3
Robert A. Towne 4
Jessica L. Turner 6
Joshua A. Vallender 2
Lindsay M. Yaros, B.S.E.E. 4

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
University of Michigan — Dearborn

Kelly M. Hibbard, B.B.A. 2
Olga Tabak, B.B.A. 2

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
University of Michigan — Flint

Ellyn A. Ackerman 3
Trisiani Affandi 3
Amir A. Al-Dabagh, B.S. 9
Rana A. Al-Dabagh 8
William P. Arthur 3
Dakoda J. Ash 3
Kathryn R. Barnes 2
Amber B. Bedwell 3
Ryan C. Bielby 3
Joseph M. Booko, B.A. 2
Kail S. Burgess 4
Lauren A. Buswell 5
Lauren N. Byrd 2
Laura R. Cochran 2
Oliver A. Darzi 2
Stephen P. Drabik, B.A. 2
Kristen T. Drier 4
Amber M. Dryden 2
Tara A. Eason 2
Allen E. Farmer 2
Valerie S. Forsyth 4
Danielle C. Fulcher 2
Skye Gabel, B.A. 2
Andrea R. Garber 3
Adam H. Gayar 2
Holly L. Goetterman 2
Vincent R. Hamo, B.A. 2
Ashley M. Harrell, B.A. 2
Jessica L. Harshfield 2
Noor Haydar 2
Heather L. Hearn 2
Fan Hong 2
Elizabeth K. Houbeck 3
Timothy P. Johnson 2
Katina G. Kapellas 3
Victoria M. Kellogg 2
Elizabeth A. LeBlanc 3
Melissa A. Leemhuis 5
Virginia F. McKenna 3
Kelsey J. McMahan 3
James A. Murawski 2
Natasha L. Nivison 3
Jeffrey T. Nugent 3
Joshua J. O’Brien 2
Sarah J. Pugsley, B.A. 5
Jennifer N. Ross 2
David B. Rozanski 2

School of Education and Human Services
University of Michigan — Flint

Jennifer C. Amble, B.A. 4
Bryan N. Baker 3
Elizabeth A. Bodnar, B.A. 2
Tiffany G. Dixon 2
Aimee E. Duberg 2
Mallory L. Fowler, B.S. 2
LaTanya S. Hughes, B.S. 2
Elsa S. Olmsted 2
Emily K. Pedrotti, B.S. 3
Alicia R. Potter 2
Violet A. Sabo, B.S. 3
Kristin M. Shields, B.S. 4
Jennifer L. Smith, B.S. 2
Jennie A. Sola, B.S. 3
Michael A. Thomas, B.B.A. 4
Brianne D. Wolfe 4

School of Health Professions and Studies
University of Michigan — Flint

Cheryl A. Barker, B.S.N. 2
Kristen N. Bentley 2
Shoba S. Berkuchel, B.S.N. 2
Shana M. Black, B.S.N. 3
Brett S. Bowers, B.S.N. 5
Gregory M. Chittle 2
Renee F. Clemons, B.S.N. 3
Amy K. Conley, B.S.N. 2
Katie A. Crum, B.S. 2
Rachele L. Daly, B.S.N. 3
Michelle R. DiCosola 2
Jason M. Eickhoff, B.S.N. 5
Raeanne L. Erickson 2
Alexander J. Ferda, B.S.N. 2
Beth A. Ferreyra, B.S.N. 3
Brian J. Flynn, B.S.N. 2
Susan M. Gajdos, B.S.N. 4
Lucie F. Gillespie 2
Bethany M. Gilling, B.S.N. 3
Mindy M. Griwatsch, B.S.N. 2
Sheila B. Hare 4
Ineka K. Irish, B.S.N. 2
Lauren E. Jankowski 2
Steven P. Kinsel, B.S.N. 2
Suzette M. Larson 4
Stacy M. Luttrell, B.S.N. 5
Helen S. Mangett, B.S.N. 4
Stephanie R. Mantey 7
Lynelle K. Mueser, B.S.N. 2
Cassie K. Ratza 2
Savannah J. Sanford 2
Catherine M. Scheuern, B.S.N. 3
Lauren I. Shadik 2
Alan G. Smith, B.S.N. 2
Michelle VanderVoo 2
Cameron K. Waites 2
Kayla N. Zachary 3

School of Management
University of Michigan — Flint

Remo Antoniolli, B.B.A. 4
Whitney L. Clarke 3
Lauren M. Demers 2
Stephanie R. Hawes 3
Roy L. Kaspar, B.B.A. 4
Han Li 2
Danielle R. Linker 2
Steven C. Mao 4
Scott M. Maxson 2
Amanda M. McDonough 2
Kayla R. Palmer 2
Matthew J. Schulte 3
Ashley M. Ziola 2
UNIVERSITY HONORS

The University Honors designation is awarded to students who earned a 3.5 grade point average or higher during a term. The student must have taken a minimum of 14 credit hours during the term, including at least 12 graded credits.

A. ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Ivan Joshua Adelson
Paridhi Agarwal
Joshua Aaron Appleman, B.S.
Stephanie Therese Austin
Susan Marie Bopp
Johanna Brandt
Westley Josiah Burger
Samuel Latham Burner
Michael Patrick Burton, B.S.
Sophia Shefan Chang, B.S.
Julie Lee Chau
Dane Jonathan Clark, B.S.
Alice Lee Cloud, B.S.
Richard John Cosgrove, B.S.
Julie Elizabeth Cprek
Eric James Crabb, B.S.
Brad Allen Cutter
Linda Erin Hart Davis
Michael Dean Engle
Patrick James Ethen
William Leas Finnicum IV
Joshua Lawton Hendershot
Michael Lewis Herrick
Donald Corey Hickman, Jr., B.S.
Ayesha Noor Hussain, B.S.
Chelsea Anne Hyduk
Ali Ifikhar, B.S.
Christopher Michael Johnson
Lauren Ashley Jones
Hyo Eun Kim
Joshua Robert Klevorn
Zunheng Lai
Kayla Marie Lim
Briana Kristy MacDonald
Amy Lynne Maresko, B.S.
Marc Leland Maxey
Lindsey Morris May
Sonja Elise Zelenak
Brendan Hogan O’Donnell
Bernard Peng, B.S.
Landry Anna Root
Sarah Marie Rowse, B.S.
Kathryn June Schenk
Sarah Elizabeth Sharp
Heain Shin
Betty Marie Shreve, B.S.
Alexandria McFarland Stankovich
Jordan Joseph Stoewsand-Kryscio
Alexander R. Timmer, B.S.
Jennie Lynn Tofa
Daniel Adam Travis
Ashley Nicole Waldorff
David Michael Witte
Elizabeth Reed Yarina
De Yi
Sarah Marie Zelenak
Sophia Adalaine Zhou

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

John William Arnold
Caroline Kristjanson Aulis
Lindsay Ann Bienick
Rachel Chelsea Boswell
Dylan Dean Box
Jill Brandwein
Katherine Anne Brooks
Sharon Brzezinski
Richard Kent Caldwell
Allison Casey Carron
Laura Anne Cavanagh
Alyssa Michelle Chambo
Melanie Mirrell Conn
Elizabeth Anne Cordes
Jeremy Matthew Daly
Katharine Patricia Drake
Benjamin Carl English
Lindsay Carroll Farris, B.F.A.
Megan Elizabeth Flood
Michelle Folkman
Anna Evonne Tlam Foster
Stephanie Ann Frankiewicz, B.F.A.
Kimberly Nicole Freiburger
Colin Smith Fulton
Douglas Edward Galante
Annie Elizabeth Garcia
Blake Roger Goble, B.F.A.
Matthew Gordon Hallock
Claire Ellen Harold
Anna Hutton Henrickson
Alecia J. Hlebecuk
Christine Marie Hucal
Allison Polly Hylant
Alexander Foster Jacque, B.F.A.
Rose Alice Jaffe
Sarah Elise Jones
Kelsie Elizabeth Kaufman
Jesse Lee Kidwell
Shannon Michelle Kohlitz
Lauren E. Korany
Katharine Mariah Kuehl
Tiffany Sue Lambert, A.B., B.F.A.
Kimberly Anne Lennex
Samantha Elizabeth Levy
Jonathan Yukman Li
U-Bin Li
Andrea Jean Lim
Emily Anne Maier
Ariel Leah Markowitz
Shannon H. Mash
Leah Katherine McKay
Anna Vendeland McKendrick
Evan Michael McLaughlin
Cassandra Nicole Quater, B.F.A.
Chelsea Neman
Megan Elizabeth O’Neil
Christopher Aton Parker
Jordan Ross Patchak, B.F.A.
Marian A. Perez
Elisabeth Marjorie Peters
Elizabeth A. Porter
Trisha Marie Previte
Emily Irene Rupert
Megan Marie Sawyer
Mara Ruth Schlanger
Eleanor Louise Schmitt
Rachael Beth Schulman Schneider, B.F.A.
Mia E. Schon
Emerson Wierenga Schreiner
Samantha Schulman
Joel Stern Seigle
Kaitlin Elizabeth Shulman
Kelsey Ann Shultis
Anita Susi Sidler
Saree Michelle Silverman
Christian Charles Snyder
Shaylene Diane Spaniola
Olivia Su
Simone Mallory Sukhdeo
Sean David Graham Thompson
Ryan Christopher Thurmer
Katherine Elizabeth Trent, B.F.A.
Laurel Ann Twist
Jenna Lyn Utter
Sally Mae Volkmann
Angela Yu Wang
Levester Randall Williams
Jacob Richard Wimmer
Heather Suzanne Ziegenmeyer
Jordan David Zielke, B.F.A.

STEPHEN M. ROSS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Youssif Ibrahim Abdulhamid
Kenneth Heindrick Acuna, B.B.A.
Angela Marie Adamczyk, A.B., B.B.A.
David Maykuth Adams, B.B.A.
Ajat Arun Aggarwal
Andrew John Ahadi
Bradley Scott Ahrens
Ahmed Abdullah Alawami
Tai Cosmos Aliya
Ashley Christine Anderson
Aanchal Aneja
Erin Suzanne Archambault
Nicole Jacqueline Armbruster
Allison Ruth Asher
Craig Seth Ashinsky
Neal Adam Ashinsky
Jan Bak
Michael Jeremy Balanovsky
Diane D. Bao
John Samuel Barbour, Jr.
Marc Ian Barell, B.B.A.
Kelly Marie Bartlett
Bridgette Ann Bearss, B.B.A.
Zakary James Belisle
Herschel Lewis Bender
Jordan Benjamin Benyas
Brian James Bergsma
Andrew Alexander Berriz
Christine Marie Bertsch
Gabriel Altay Bilen
Dylan Patrick Binkley
James William Birney, B.B.A.
Jessica Stephanie Bloch
Adam Richard Block
Bryan Matthew Blum, B.B.A.
Christopher Kyle Boffi
Joshua Aaron Bostwick
Christopher Matthew Bral, B.B.A.
Joshua Michael Brand
Benjamin Walter Brown
Jennifer Anne Brown
Colin Carpenter Buck
Michael Alexander Burke
Amy Kathryn Caldwell, B.B.A.
Gregory Douglas Caplan
Brian Andrew Carlin
Jessica Lauren Carlson
Nicholas Benjamin Cataneo
Calvin J. Chan
Cynthia Guan Ying Chan
Tsz Lung Chan
Chen Chen
Cheng Chen
Chonglei Chen, B.B.A.
Erfang Chen
Patrick Chen
Wei Hua Chen, B.B.A.
Mengyao Cheng
Kimberly Mun Cheung
Yao Loong Cheung
Alexander T. Chi
Chin Yu Chiu
Nina Chung
William Chu
Hayoung Chung, B.B.A.
Jenna Lorraine Clark
Katherine Ann Cohen
Adan Edward Coleman, B.B.A.
Philip Michael Comerford III
Allison Paige Cooper
Elizabeth Mary Counihan
Guillaume Adrien Curaudeau
Poornam Rajesh Dagli
Michael Vincent Danhof
Daniel Leon Dantus
Derek Austin Darkey
Elliott Mitchell Darvish
Zachary Yale Dauber, B.B.A.
Gina Michele De Silva
David Ian Delucia
Yue Deng
Luke Alexander Dennison
Shawn Albert Devilla
Samuel James Ditter
Reed William Dodenhoff
Lindsay Alexandra Doherty
Eric Ronald Doolittle
Eric Howard Dresner
Orly Leah Drucker, B.B.A.
Eric Alan Dudek
Tanvi Naren Dudhela, B.B.A.
Andrew Cooperman Ecker, B.B.A.
Evan Paul Einstein
Stephanie Rose Elder
Ousama Mohamad Elsaadi, A.B., B.B.A.
Abdel-Amir Ali Fadel
Zahrah Fadel
Ran Fan
Jeffrey Joseph Feigenbaum
Alex Lowenstein Feld
Eric Joseph Fitzpatrick
Brian Thomas Flaherty
Amanda Beth Fleischman
Kristen Elizabeth Freels, B.B.A.
Daniel Harris Friedman
John Michael Fryback
Daniel Jacob Fryninger
Jason Daniel Gabelman
Shruti Umesh Gandhi
Carrie Ann Garfinkel
Drew Buchsbaum Center
Alexander I. Glick
Eric L. Glyck, B.B.A.
Carey Ellen Goenka
Daniel Ross Goldberg
Annette Marie Goodfellow, B.B.A.
Kiley Rae Goochhouse
Daniel Johan Robert Gottlander
Blake K. Gower, B.B.A.
Adrienne Elizabeth Green, B.B.A.
Alexander Gribov
Bruna Silva Guimaraes
Michael Haoming Guo
Nikhil Gupta
Daniel Gurvich
Mark Gabriel Haddad, B.B.A.
James Anthony Hadel
Ibrahim Shabbir Hakim
Alexandra Marie Hall, B.B.A.
Drew Charles Hallett
Marcia Paige Hamelin
Joel Michael Hammer, B.B.A.
Ashley Elizabeth Hardin, B.B.A.
Anoush Haroutunian, B.B.A.
Alexander Brian Harris
Daniel Alan Harris
Mark Alan Harris
Laura Nicole Haselhuhn
Kristen Patricia Henkels
Shelby Megan Hightshine
Ryan Edward Hill
Elad Elie Hillman, B.B.A.
Kenneth George Hilton
Cory Allen Hnilo
Kent William Hoffman
Robert Mark Hogle, Jr., B.B.A.
Jason Gregory Hollingsworth, B.B.A.
Jonathan William Hornstein
Stanley Zhong Ming Hou, B.B.A.
Ya-Lan Kathleen Hou, B.B.A.
Stephanie Suzanne Hoyer
Eric Lejong Hsu
Tiffany Ann Hsueh
David Anthony Jablonski, B.B.A.
Jared Noah Jacobs
Jeffrey Ryan Jacobs, B.B.A.
Andrea Yolane James, B.B.A.
Stephen Everett Janos
Nader Brian Jarun, B.B.A.
Warakant Jaturasil
Bradley David Jeddis
Katee Marie Jones, B.B.A.
Daniel Aaron Joseph
Ha Ryong Jung, B.B.A.
Yu Jin Jung
Alexandra Nicole Kahn
Marissa Hali Kaplan
Monica Kumari Kashyap
Shuying Ke
Rebecca Elizabeth Kempa
Adam Alamgir Khan, A.B., B.B.A.
Niamath Khandaker
Roshni Khurana
Elizabeth Ann Kiefer
Steve M. Kim
Joseph Robert Kimsal
Janelle Elizabeth Klamerus
Thomas Robert Knauff
Courtney Jean Kohler
Michael George Kondoleon
Allison M. Konkel
Alyse Marie Kowalick
Curtis Stephen Kowalk
Michael Ryan Kraslow
Joseph Peter Kryza
Agnes Ann Kucharski
Ruchika Kumar
Nicholas John Kuneman, A.B., B.B.A.
Alexander Devin Kunkel
Rachel Bianca Kunz
Xing Heng Kwa
Charlotte Ci Kwan, B.B.A.
David Shu Wai Kwock, B.B.A.
Bryan Matthew Lang
Robert Carr Lanphier
Stephanie Yuan Larue
Dennis Robert Lazar, B.B.A.
Matthew Benjamin Lazar
Brandon Joshua Lebowitz
Ailene Laura Lee
Stephen Hsun-Heng Lee
Xiaoyan Grace Lee
Mary Elisabeth Lemmer
Michael Daniel Leventhal
Ben Li
Charley Qinyou Li
Christopher Yu Li
Daniel Dan Lin
Rongsu Lim
Stacy Lim
Michael Lin
Tiffany Hui-Kuan Lin, B.B.A., B.Mus.A.
Liyan Liu
Sherry Liu
Stephanie Jong-Shih Liu, B.B.A.
Yiquan Joanna Lu
Brittany Tara Lubman
Jacob Shea Lurie
Joshua Benjamin Mack
Jeldine Madjukie
Aysha Majed
Evin Alexander Major, B.B.A.
Anna Frances Malecke
Shane Fagan Malott
Kellen Craig Malstrom
Shyneance Manhar Mandaliya
Andrew Douglas Mansfield
Yunjun Mao
Daniel Jay Marcus
Jennifer Marie Martinec
Patrick Michael Mathieson, B.B.A.
Robert Arthur Matson II
Matthew James McDonald
Molly Elizabeth McKenna
Dimitry Medvedev, A.B., B.B.A.
Alexandra Marie Mele-Algus, B.B.A.
Alicia Dolores Mi Esperanza
Menchaca
Jeff Chen Meng, B.B.A.
Ben Alexander Mercure
Christopher Michael Meszaros
Kenneth Michael Michalzuk
Sarah Chaise Mintz
Meghan Lynn Mirichich
Keyvan Mirsaede-Farahani, B.B.A., B.S.
Rene Terese Mitch, B.B.A.
William Conrad Moeller
Denis Murtaza Mokanov
David Paul Morse
Brendan Douglas Motz
Alan Fuen Moy, B.B.A.
Brent Michael Navon
Brittany Neely
Alison Kathleen Nesbitt, B.B.A.
Alexander Ivanov Nestorov
Jennifer Marie Neville
Daniel Isaac Newman
Kin Ting Ng
Alecos George Nicolau
Kathryn Joyce Niedzielski
Jennifer Lynn Nowierski
Jeffrey Ross Numark
Daniel Patrick O’Connor, B.B.A.
Khalid Ibrahim Odeh
Andrew John O’Donnell, A.B., B.B.A.
Jeffrey Jia-Ming Ong
Kelsey Lee Owens, B.B.A., B.S.E.I.O.
Alexander Donald Page
James Alexandre Papin-Wynne
Ari Papir
Amit Ashvinikumar Parekh, B.B.A., B.S.
Moon Soo Park
Ankit Mukesh Patel
Ankur Ashok Patel
Neil Ashwin Patel, B.B.A.
Ravi Pankajbhai Patel
Sagar Nitin Patel, B.B.A.
Roopak Pati
Bo Peng
Melody Yurn Peng
Yizi Peng
Jeffrey Brian Petigrow
Steven Joseph Petras
Kirsten Michelle Phillips
Rebecca Michele Portney
Kevin James Prior
Darcy Leah Rhodes
Ifat Ribon
Callie Rose Robins
Brandon Christopher Rohrbach
Richard Martin Roman
Patrick Michael Ronald
Eric Joseph Rose
Kevin Joseph Rosenberg
Marti Gail Rosenberg
Jason Ryan Rosenthal
Sara Beth Ross
Jessica Galia Roth
Andrew Ross Rubin
Alyssa Emily Ryan, B.B.A.
Benjamin Fuller Ryan
Jordan Michael Sands
Ravi David Sarawgi
Chanel Christine Sarhan
Todd Steven Scheff
Michael Lawrence Schiemann, B.B.A.
Justin Anthony Schleifer, B.B.A.
John Jordan Schoettle
Ariel Nathan Schorr
Stefanie Jennifer Schostak, B.B.A.
Adam Charles Schubatis
Julie Michelle Schubiner
Chad Michael Schwartz
Christopher E. Sefcheck
Cory Mark Seglem
Evan David Seigerman
Bala Chandran Sekaran
Samuel Hrant Semerjian
Alex Benjamin Serwer
Franklin Peter Shaddy, B.B.A.
Christopher Kyle Shen
Paul Michael Shotkin, B.B.A.
Bogdan Shuliga
Stacey Michelle Shuman
Brett Matthew Siegal
Mark Andrew Silverman
Jacob Scott Silverstein
Russell John Simon
Cory Jacob Simonds
Christopher Shane Singh
Jai Davinder Singh, B.B.A.
Paul Andrew Sinkevics
Sandhya Sistla
Courtney Lynn Smith
Wai Pang So
Ankur Vikram Sohoni
Arvind Vikram Sohoni, B.B.A.
Laura Ann Sunday, B.B.A.
Edward Zhou Song
Xue Song
Dominic Michael Spadacene
Daniel Jozef Stawiarski
Steven John Stefanko
Thomas John Stingelin
Brett David Strause
Tim Sidi Su
Grace Suen
Laura Elizabeth Suh
Sean William Sullivan
Mengfei Sun
Elise Tak
Choonboon Tan
Erica Leanne Tan, A.B., B.B.A.
Hai Hong Tran
James Joseph Trzeciak
Katherine M. Turchio
Katherine Ann Tuohy
Lea Anne Tucker
Miguel Alejandro Vargas
Michael Joseph Vargas
Paul Andrew Vartanian
Rajat Agarwal Vavilapu
Robert Andrew Vavilapu
Shivani Vavilapu
Thomas Andrew Vavilapu
Wendi Young Vavilapu
Yiguo Wang
Zaifei Wang
Yijing Wang
Yi Wang
Huiwen Samantha Yap
William T. Yoo
Andrew Anthony Yu
Amanda Marie Williams, B.B.A.
Nayoung Won
Arthur Tian-En Wong
Celina Wong, B.B.A.
Elliot Tak On Woo
Michael Evan Worsek
Alexander James Wozniak
Yue Xi
Wendy Xiao
Alexander Yufeng Xie
Chen Xu
Joseph Joonsub Yang
Yiqun Yang, B.B.A.
Huwen Samantha Yap
Kevin Yau
Eric Chen-Kwan Yee, B.B.A.
Kevin Yee
Lily Yeung, B.B.A.
Bryan Darus Yip
Faisal Masood Younus
David Dalun Yu
Ho Tung Yu, B.B.A.
Shaun Clarimonde Say Yu
Edward Dennis Zaliagiris
Karen Rebecca Zelby
Karen Rebecca Zelby
Jason Ming Zhang
Lingpeng Zhang
Yuning Zhang
Jerry Aaron Zhao
Jiaying Zhao, B.B.A.
Meiyi Zheng
Yuan Qi Zhu
Lubin Zhuang
Michael Jay Zuckerman, B.B.A.

School of Dentistry

University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Jamie Ryann Estes
Sarah Anne Hughes
Huong Mai

Allison Miyako Maruyama
Jennifer Lynn Myers
Victoria Marie Myers

Andrea Lorraine Velardo
Patricia Lynn Walch
Janet Linn Zalucha

School of Education

University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Stephanie Kae Alexander
Jennifer Lauren Anderson
Barbara Ann Baker
Janelle Christine Barker
Ashleigh Renee Begres
Audrey Leigh Lampen Bon
Gina Marie Bonk
Brianne Noel Bricker
Chelsea Lee Broughman
Blaire Catherine Brown
Ana Cristina Calleros
Aime Viridiana Casillas
Lisa Marie Clinton
Rachel Dawn Cohen
Olivia Claire Convertino, A.B.Ed.

Sean Christopher Dardis
Megan Ann Deshong, B.F.A.
Kelly Jane Dougherty
Theodore Michael Doukakos
Lawrence Marshall Dunlap
Teddi Kristine Ewing
Kyle Elizabeth Farlie
Nicholas Edward Farrell
Shelagh Jane Fehenbach
Claire Elise Foster
Angela Tristan Germaine
Alexandra Bevans Gillett
Megan Marie Gregory
Melissa Nicole Helberg
Julia Allison Hennig

Mallory Therese Hodge, B.F.A.
Danielle Marie Huston
Sheri Jaclyn Jankelowitz
Abigail Sarah Johnson
Jessica Ruth Kane
Danica Lynell Kasner
Justine Barbara Keuning
Elizabeth Ashleigh Klimas
Danielle Susan Lacasse
Angela Marie Lee
Kristen Marie Lee
Amanda Jo Lefkof
Ann Katherine Letting
Yachen Li
Bradley Leonard Linden
Libby Anne Luxton  
Caroline Victoria Maxwell  
Megan Vanessa McCall  
Nicole Brittany Melendez  
Maryclare Micallef  
Andrew James Mikolajczak  
Nicholas Gordon Milliron  
Kristen Renee Mrozek  
Meeghan Rose Mulgrew  
Haley Lauren Murdock  
Samantha Sue Nawrocki  
Melissa Nicole Nestor  
Kelli Joy O’Keefe  
Eric Robert Orbal  
Amie Alison Ottoni  
Lia Katherine Paglino  
Carey Rhea Papalekas  
Keun Hye Park  
Jennifer Marie Patterson  
Matthew Todd Peven  
Kelly Ann Pfister  
Kelly Marie Power  
Laura Lee Raubacher, A.B.Ed.  
Meredith Marie Reynolds  
Alexandra Marie Rhodes, B.S.Ed.  
Kaitlyn Mary Sargent  
Jacklyn May Somers, A.B.Ed.  
Sandra Soong  
Rebecca Jane Stolow  
Natalie Michelle Tanenbaum  
Casey Lynn Thelen, A.B.Ed.  
John Philip Truesdell  
Megan Elizabeth Umstead  
Sara Nicole Veltri  
Kathryn Elizabeth Williams  
Erin Leigh Wilson

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING  
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Ahmad Afif Abdul Majid  
Jonathan Hersch Abel-Millman, B.S.E.Nav  
Michael Joseph Kim Abere  
Gavriela Roxanne Abramson  
Joseph Hayim Abramson  
Jeffrey Robert Abromowitz  
Kevin Chadwick Ackerman, B.Aero  
Arthur Adisusanto  
Andrew Pascalis Adjiputro, B.S.E.Civ  
Hitesh Kumar Agarwal  
Rohan Agarwal  
Nirmit Agarwala  
Ryan Agustino, B.S.E.I.O.  
Alex Todd Albaugh  
Adam Stuart Aleksa  
Gina Nicole Alesi  
Alberto Alfaro, B.S.E.E.  
Joshua Michael Allemon  
Brian Dudley Allen  
Yash Parag Ambaredekar, B.S.E.Elec  
Scott D. Ambers, B.S.E.NERS, M.S.E.  
Karl David Anacker, B.S.E.Nav  
Christopher Douglas Anderson  
Erik William Anderson  
James Louis Anderson III, B.S.E.Comp  
Emily Christine Andrews  
Peter William Andrews  
Yudiono Andryanto  
Sharif Maher Anous  
Aysha Ansari, B.S.E.I.O.  
Tamir Arbel  
Jacob A. Askari  
Dimitris Assanis  
Michelle Marie Atto  
Adam Kroner Avery  
Evan Michael Avery  
Abbas Ali Bader  
Christopher James Baik  
Brooke Lynne Bailey, B.S.E.I.O.  
Anthony Joseph Bainor  
Guha Balakrishnan  
Andrew James Balash  
Justin R. Ball  
Erin Renee Baragar  
Erik Matthew Barbara  
Andrea M. Barlow  
Jonathan Grant Barr  
Kyle Mark Barriger, B.S.E.ChE  
Alexander Paul Bartlett  
Rebekah Sarah Bartlett  
Marco Antonio Bartolomei, B.S.E.Civ  
Cameron Russell Bates  
Jonathan Louis Bauer  
Michael Joseph Bauman  
Christopher Dyer Beale  
Nicholas Ryan Beaty  
Zachery Scott Beuvaus  
Matthew Thomas Beaver  
Marc F. Becchetti  
Emerick Bechi  
Richard William Beck, B.S.E.NERS  
Daniel Ernest Becker  
Nicolas Andreas Beier  
Christopher Kenneth Bellant  
Jessica Lee Benaglio  
Nathan Dirk Bennett, B.S.E.NERS  
Shira Elizabeth Bennett  
Brandon Derek Bensel  
Tyler James R. Bergin  
David James Bernthal  
Justin Douglas Beroz  
Christopher William Berry  
Sidharth Bhandari  
Andrew Steven Bialor, B.S.E.Aero  
Erik Lee Birchman  
Mark Leon Bishop  
Rohan Biswas, B.S.E.E.  
Mazin Manaf Biviji, B.S.E.I.O.  
Christopher Mark Bivins  
Megan Elizabeth Bland  
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Michael Arthur Stewart
Allyson Rose Stieber
Matthew Tyler Stier
Stephanie Lynn Stokes
William Porter Stone
Stephanie Anne Stout
Ashlee Ann Stratakis
Brittany Elizabeth Strawman
Christine Laughlin Strawn, A.B.
Joshua William Strazanac
Rebecca Lynn Streng
Amy Rose Strom
Steven D. Strycharz
Katherine Ann Strzalkowski, A.B.
Leslie Elizabeth Stuber
Martha Ruth Stuit
Kevin Andrew Stumpf
Robert Gregory Sturgeon
Zachary Robert Sturley
Danyang Su
Scott Michael Suarez, B.S.
Dayna Jean Suess
Jared LeBert Suess
Kimberly Brianne Sugerman
Christina Hyein Suh
Clara Hyewon Suh
Myung Ki Suh, B.S.
Dawn R. Suiter
Christy Sulaiman
Laura Caitlyn Sullivan
Luke Joseph Sullivan
Michael Joseph Sullivan
Rachel Terese Sullivan
Angela Lilianne Sultani
Maria Suman, A.B.
Jennifer Karen Sun
Rebecca Read Sunde
Amanda Blair Sussman
Mitchell Andrew Suter, A.B.
Derek Adam Sutton
Maria Svijler
Taylor Ann Swabash
Isaac Lester Swaiman
Amanda Elizabeth Swain, A.B.
Kathryn Lynn Swanson
Molly Anne Sweeney, A.B.
Jordan E. Swift
Michael Nakkyung Swong
Erin C. Swor
Lauren Michelle Synko
Adam Louis Szajner
Kari Lynn Szakal
Penny Ann Szeto
Juleah W. Szopo
Christopher Hsin-Long Tai
Miriam Leah Tallman, A.B.
Paul John Talpos
Aaron David Talsma
Caroline Elizabeth Talsma
Sean Shorone Tamir, B.S.
Albert Shyn Kwan Tan
Melissa Si Hui Tan, B.S.
Yingying Tan
Yun Ee Priscilla Tan
Albert Tinsing Tang
Caroline Floy Tang
Peter Qiu Tang, B.S.
Zhongni Tang
Kyle Marshall Tangney
Ignasia Tanone, B.S.
Rebecca Hart Targan
Alexandra Marie Tate
Jaclyn Michele Tate
Danielle Samantha Taubman
Joe James Taverna
Jacob Aaron Taylor
Jonathan Barahal Taylor
Steven Paul Taylor
Ross Teach
Elizabeth Anna Teifer
Margo Emily Tell
Tyler James Temby
Jack Patrick Temple
Sam Aaron Tencer
Jessica K.-Lu Teng, A.B.
Brian Richard Tengel
Michael Jeffrey Tengel
Wan Ying Teoh
Domenic Michael Tenerzi
Elizabeth Hogan Terry
Jing Hao Tham
Brittany Elizabeth Tharp, A.B.
Timothy John Thewes
Angel Kaitlin Thick
Elizabeth Suzanne Thom
Ashley Dominique Thomas, A.B.
Caroline Leigh Thomas
Hillary Elyse Thomas
Landon Edward Thomas
Michael Geo Thomas
Samantha Marie Thomas
Emily Suzanne Thompson
Richard Claude Thorsby
Benjamin Taylor Throesch
Megan Elissa Thyfault, B.S.
Zachary John Tickner
Kirsten Lis Tidik
David James Tiggles
Lauren Adams Tighe
Nishant Tilak
Grant Evan Till
Stephanie Sze-Chi Ting
Svetlin Svetoslav Tintchev
Rosaline Tio
Maria Anna Carmyn Marasigan
Tiongo
Neeraj Tiwari
Amiha Tiyaboonchai
Maria Antonietta Tocco
Vincent Joseph Tocco
Kevin Charles Todd
Karen Rose Toep, A.B.
Bao En Toh
Amalia Tolios
Ryan James Tomaro, A.B.
David James Tomczyk
Sarah Emily Tomkovich, B.S.
Sean Carter Tompkins
Jameson Lawrence Toole
Anna Bettina Toth
Megan Elizabeth Touhey
Ani Louise Tourajan
Alexandra Rose Tourek
Benjamin Robert Tozer, B.S.
Benjamin Geoffrey Trachman
Matthew James Trahan
Ivy T. Tran
Lauren Kelly Traudt
Melissa Ann Trebil
Allison Marie Tripi, B.S.
Riti Dinesh Trivedi
Kaitlin Marie Trudeau
Lan Thi Truong
Joy Elizabeth Tsai
Sydney Julia Tuchman, A.B.
Lena Tung
Michael Aaron Tuori, A.B.
Matthew John Turchyn, A.B.
Nell Montana Turley, A.B.
Caitlin Amanda Turnbull
Brittany Lynn Turner
Barbara Rose Twist
Stephanie Nicole Tzafaroglou
Christina Barbara Tzortzinis
Aamir Maaz Uddin
Ahsan Uddin
Erina Uozumi
Nina Jivan Vachhani
Uday Vadhula, B.S.
Erika Nicole Valdivieso
Mounica Vallurupalli, B.S.
Abigail Christine Van Bremen, A.B.
Rachel Marilyn Van Gilder
Ellen Rae Van Meter
Jacob David Van Oosterhout
Kara Louise Van Patten
Katelyn Kristina Van Slyke, B.S.
Daniel Edward Wishko
Andrew Zachary Wisti
Danielle Erin Woerdeman
Lea Christine Wojciechowski
Thane Edward Wolcott, B.S.
Lindsey Ann Wold
Roy Mark Wolf
Olivia Mae Wolak, A.B.
Thane Edward Wolcott, B.S.
Lindsey Ann Wold
Roy Mark Wolf
Olivia Mae Wolak, A.B.
Daniel Joseph Berryman
Joshua Brice Beurer
Michael William Bigelow, A.B., B.Mus.
Raymond Eugene Bilter, B.Mus.
Samantha Jane Biniker
Amy Louise Blackman
Evan M. Blanchard
Matthew Jason Bloomfield
Daniel Miles Blumenthal
Leah Renee Bobbey
Andrew David Bollinger, B.Mus., B.S.
Joshua Joseph Borths
Matthew Maximino Bouse
Kathleen Kelly Boyle, B.Mus.
Andrew Wade Brandon-Rumman
Jordan Lee Braun
Grace Barclay Browning, B.Mus.
Tyler Prescott Brunsmen
Landres Trevor Bryant
Anthony Michael Bucci
Joseph John Bucci
Paula Frances Christie Burt
James William Burton
Jonathan Keith Butler
Cristina Isabel Calvar, A.B., B.F.A.
Owen Gilbert Campbell
William Edward Cannon
Emily Rosanne Cappo, A.B., B.Mus.
Derek James Carley, B.F.A.
Joseph Charles Carroll
Patrick John Carter
Amy Penberthy Cave
Daniel Phillip Charette, B.F.A.
Kendra Ann Cheney, B.Mus.
Alina Cho
Amanda Elizabeth Choate
Uní Choi
Lee Tyler Chrisman, B.F.A.
Jonathan Edward Christopher
Austin Nagler Chrzanowski
Yoon Won Chung
Michael Edward Coffman
Abra Beth Cohen
Britney Ellen-Martha Coleman
Michael Francis Coletti
Sean Michael Collins
Christopher Robert Conover
Erin Briana Cousins
Mary Christine Craddock
Derek Michael Crescenti
Samuel Zane Crittenden
Andrea Kelsey Davis
Cole Warren Davis
Corey Parrish Davis
Juliet Marie Dawson
Katrina Rose Deady, A.B., B.Mus.A.
Anne Marie Death
Kevin Joseph Dekimpe
Gabriella Harriet Deluca
Randal Lee Dennler
Heather Michelle Denny, B.Mus.
Claire Banish DiVizio
Peter Harty Dodds
Emma Berdie Donson
Patrick James Duffy
Elizabeth Michele Dugas
Shannon Elizabeth Eagen
Sara Kathleen Eastwood
Kathryn Jo Edwards, B.F.A.
Rainer Joseph Eudeiks
Carla Therese Fabris
Siyi Fang
Vincent Alexander Fasburg
Margaret Ferguson-Wagstaffe, B.F.A.
Alexandra Elizabeth Finke
Edith Marie Freyer
Christina Lee Garmon
Eboni M. Garrett-Bluford
Maxwell James Geissler
John William Gettel
Lewis Spencer Gilmore
Rikki Alex Gimmelstob
James Thomas Ginn
Bradley Alan Good
Timothy Michael Gocklin
Arielle Lauren Goldman
Samantha Nicole Goltz
Alexandra E. Gordon
William Sloan Goss
Kelsey Mac Gotschalk
Matthew Gregory Gozzard, B.F.A.
Emily Louise Graber
Kathryn Patricia Graham
Bethanni Joyce Greycynski
Marken Elaine Greenwood
Kelsey Ann Griffin, B.F.A.
Brandon Francis Grimes
Holland Mariah Grossman
Anders Robert Haefner, B.F.A., B.S.E.NERS
Ariel Elizabeth Halt
Jonathan Alexander Hammonds
Kieran John Hanlon
Haley Ashlyne Hannah
Nichole Ann Lindner Hansen, B.Mus., B.S.
Jacqueline Louise Hanson
William Robert Harrington
Colin Nathan Hartman
Stephanie Kathryn Hawkins
Daniel Robert Hawthorne-Foss
Andrew John Hayhurst
Kelly Elizabeth Hedgspeth
Erik Steven Heitz
Andrew William Herbruck, B.Mus.
Christopher Frederick Herrnacki
Catherine Rose Herzog
Nadya Maye Hill
Leah Jewel Hodge
Alex Sandweiss Hodges
Joshua Barber Holcomb
Andrew James Holmes
Lauren Rose Hood
Madeline Rohmann Huberth
Sarah Marie Hucal, A.B., B.Mus.
Joanna Ming-Yung Hui
Jonathan Ferris Hulting-Cohen
John Harold Hummel, B.Mus.
Dana Zachary Huyge, B.Mus.
Shin Hwang
Kazato Inouye
Laura Antoinette Irion
James Jaffe
Rachel Sara Jahn
Gregory Michael Jarrett, B.Mus.
Yasas Rangajeewa Jayawardena
Andrew Huntington Jones
Molly Elisabeth Jones
Tyler McKendree Jones
Courtney Kaita
Kelior Leif Zarley Kastella
Porscha Marissa Kazmierczak
Jayme Marie Kelmigian
Laura Celia Kempa, B.Mus.
Ariel Y. Kennedy-Gebhart, A.B., B.Mus.
Jake Maxwell Kenowitz
Craig Robert Kidwell
Angela Frances Kiessel, B.F.A.
Cheryl Yael Kiken
Michael K. Kim
Louis Ryan King
Eliza Ross Kinney
Alexander Frederic Kip
Christopher Endor Kiriscioglu
Elizabeth Helen Klemperer, B.F.A.
Audrey Lynne Kline
Andrew J. Kobalka
Sarah Shostak Konner
Jonathan Charles Konopinski
Janelle Renee Korzeniowski, A.B., B.T.A.
Paige Kossuth
Andrew Walter Kotarba
Alexandra Mary Kozak
Kyle David Kramer
Alyssa Breanne Krentzel
Timothy Peter Krippner
Karleigh McKenna Kroll
Andrew Chase Kurland, A.B., B.Mus.
Diana Ladio
Bryan Christopher Langlitz, B.F.A.
Laura Ann Lapidus
Kelsey Ann Lappa
Andrew Steven Lauda, A.B., B.F.A.
John Jason Leahy, B.Mus.
Ross Douglas Leavitt, B.Mus.
Anthony Chang-Bock Lee
Jean-Hee Lee
Nathan Lehman-Ziebarth
Matthew Frank Leslie
Hezekiah Leung
Kathleen Yin Leung
Alexander Scott Levine
Cory James Levinson
Michelle Elise Lewis, B.Mus.
Paul Dunbar Lewis
Natalie Ju Lin
Gregory Scott Lindgren
Benjamin Curtis Linstrom
Corinne Michelle Lint
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Rachel Elyssa Ades
Leslie Monique-Ayanna Allen-Huisman, B.S.N.
Julianne Elizabeth Armijo
Gabrielle Lara Artymovich
Kimberly Ann Baroch
Erika Marie Beelen
Bridget Kathryn Belvitch
Kathleen Ann Benson
Anna Lynn Berry-Krumrey
Lee Anna Lynn Braden
Molly Banfield Brewster
Robyn Susan Brock
Kyle Michael Brown
Ann Elizabeth Cassel
Stephanie Jane Clapham
Kathryn Elisabeth Clark
Jody Lynn Cook
Meaghan Mary Cotter
Rachael Elizabeth Crowe
Andrea Lynn D'Agostino
Marissa Jeanine Demartino
Colleen Anne Devoe
Alyssa Anne Diroff
Jessica Eldredge DiVirgil, B.S.N.
Kathleen Donnelly, B.S.N.
Thomas John Donnelly
Melissa Marie Dulic
Amy Lynn Dusek
Rachel Elizabeth England
Andrea Lawson Engles
Anna Marie Evola
Alyssa Kristine Fallot
Folake Funmilayo Famoye
Elizabeth Ann Fanta
Katherine Ann Fatum
Christine Elizabeth Fleck
Aimee Michal Flood
Natalie Joi Fluent
Brianna Leigh Freedman
Christopher Kenneth Gargala
Sara E. Goeman, B.S.N.
Alexandra Kaitlyn Gold
Michele Lynn Grabow
Taylor Anne Griglak
Amy Louise Guffey
Heather Elizabeth Harroun
Cassandra Regina Dianne Hawkins
Nicole Brooke Heller
Lauryn Barbara Hildensperger
Ashley Mac Howard
Andrew James Humes
Jaclyn Elizabeth Janks
Kelly Anne Johnson
Jennifer Joyce Jones, B.S.N.
Kelsey Marie Jones
David Andrew Kalvelage
Sarah Annette Knoedler
Jessica Lynn Kopicki
Sarah Ann Kovats
Nicole Elizabeth Kremer
Samantha Carson Krench
Kellie Nicole Kunkel
Theresa Nicole Laeder, B.S.N.
Kristin Renee Landsiedel
Blaine Christopher Lapp
Kelly Francy Leja
Courtney Anne Lentovich
Rachel Elizabeth Levinson, B.S.N.
Destiny Marie Lewis, B.S.N.
Maya Marie Lindemann
Elsa Rose Lindquist
Emilee Patrice Losey
Amanda Kathleen MacDonald, B.S.N.
Alison Marie Martineau
Lauren Christine McBride
Emily Kaye McCallister
McKenzie Raquel McClelland
Angela Kaye McCracken
Brean Rae Meaney
Brooke Alexa Meyer
Mary McCabe Miller
Jeanne Elizabeth Mitera
Amy Lauren Montes
Jaclyn Marie Navarro, B.S.
Tracey Kathryn Negroli
Courtney Elizabeth Norman
Christine Catherine Novotny
Mary Elizabeth Osbach
Kari Ann Overstreet
Dipti N. Patel
Mallorie Louise Patterson
Amy Elizabeth Pieper
Stephanie Mae Poirneder
Ellen Tierney Racklyeft, B.S.N.
Jennifer Renay Reid
Rebecca Marie Reits
Sarah Renee Reits, B.S.N.
Eric Joseph Retzbach, A.B.
Hannah Marie Richardson
Monesha Roy
Jenna Rose Sargent
Cady Lee Scannell
Jennifer Haley Schwartz
Shariel Karsha Leslie Scott
Kristina Lynn Seidl
Teresa Rose Semaan
Kathryn Hilton Shanks
Elizabeth Ann Shea
Shelley Lynne Sibbold
Rebecca May Sizemore
Erinn Marie Smith
Camille Brooke Smith-Winberry
Darcy Lyn Spaltensperger
Anneke Marie Stadt
Emily Ann Stanton
Mallory Katherine Stanton
Alexandra Lauren Stencil
Chelsea Elizabeth Teague
Bethany Diane Thelen
Stacey Brooke Victor
Kirstyn Elizabeth Wade
Sarah Elizabeth Wade
Ariel Mindy Warren
Margaret Woods Wheeler, B.S.N.
Elizabeth Anne White
Allison Elizabeth Wingard
Abby E. Wittenberg
Cristina Wojack
Aliza Rosenblum Wolfe
Jennifer Lynn Wood
Kyleen Danielle Young, B.S.N.
Kristin Marie Zawacki, B.S.N.
Jessica Nicole Zmierski
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Newaj M. Abdullah
Sieun Baek
Kyle Jon Burghardt
Connie Cheng, B.S.
Nina Michelle Cimino, B.S.
Armisha Mahesh Desai
Jody Lynn Gembarski
Michelle Elizabeth Harrison
Emily Susan Huth
Katie Scarlett Kaminski
Courtney Eleanor Kilbourn
Susie Kim
Tristan Davis Murray
Emily A. Rouse
Abbie Diane Shallop
Chelsey Nicole Timmer
Alexander Turin
Eric Yuqi Zhao
Yevgeniya Abramovich
Hassan Emaduddin Ansari
Eli Marc Bensignor, A.B.
Erin Maureen Begnoch Biehl
Jeremy Appelbaum Borovitz, A.B.
Elizabeth Deyoung Brouwer, A.B.
Katherine Louise Buck
Daniel Patrick Childs
Andrew Jacob Chinsky
Anna Giannine Cicone, A.B.
Hannah Dillon Clark
Molly Elizabeth Cohen
Nathan Edwin Cole
Gareth Robert Collins
Sarah Catherine Collins, A.B.
Abigail Borrie Colodner, A.B.
Kimberly Beth Dancy
Hannah Elizabeth Fregolle
Rachel Ann Friedlander
Fernanda Silva Gregorio
An-Li Herring
Jonathan David Hill
Beatrice Elizabeth-Ann Hinton
Taylor Angaran Johnson
Jackson Stephen Klein
Kyle Richard Kreshover
Phillip Raymond Kurdunowicz
Bhavik M. Lathia
Catherine Ann Laurion
David Theophilus Leapheart
Benjamin Seth Legman, A.B.
Kimberly Wei-Wah Leung, A.B.
Danielle Kara Lifflmann, A.B.
Daniel Luks
Evgeny Magidenko, A.B.
Kunal Malik
Colin Alfred Bryant Maloney
Ian Klinger Margolis
James Alexander Martone, A.B.
Patrick Tair Morris
Jonathan Noel Newman
Kristen Marie Ocampo
Carl Andrew Patchen
Tommaso Pavone
Sarah Marie Pendarigast
Veronica Astorga Perera
Lauren A. Pizer
Lesley Helen Plimpton
Anna Monika Puskarz, A.B.
Andrew James Renacci, A.B.
Scott Nye Roffman
Rochelle-Leigh Joy Rosenberg
Lauren Ilana Salzman
Kelly Nicole Sampson, A.B.
Olushola Andrew Samuel
Allison Nicole Santacreu
Diana Cristina Searl, A.B.
Douglas Adams Sharp
Benjamin Louis Rath Simon, A.B.
Stephanie Ann Snyder
Amy Yuge Song
Irine Alexandra Sorser, A.B.
Amanda Kay Stasinski, A.B.
Nathaniel Eli Styer
Sonya Nina Suter
Catherine Margaret Tappan, A.B.
Emily Kate Tervelp
Peter Edward Tommasulo
Gabriel Zenon Tourek
Dina Rosenstein Ulberg, A.B.
Emma Zosia Uman, A.B.
Kelsey Alexandra Vanoverloop
Prakash Sitaram Venkatraman
Vanshika Vij, A.B.
Matthew Brian Wald
Brian Chase Wanglin
Ashley Allen Weech
Rachel Sue White
Isaiah Soule Wunsch, A.B.
Angela Jean Wyse
Christina Ewa Zajicek
Zachary N. Zucker
Erica Anna Zviklin, A.B.
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Omar M. Al-Azizi
Matthew B. Alberts
Amal M. Alghamli
Hadeel S. Al-Hadidi, A.B.
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Duwa K. Altaee, A.B.
Dayna M. Anderegg
Bryan C. Anderson, A.B.
Ruia C. Aoun
Amneh Awad
Lara Ayas
Naro A. Babaian
Saro A. Babaian
Ryan M. Bardon
Robert K. Barrett
Martha C. Bercea, A.B.
Lindsay E. Best
Noha F. Beydoun
Stephanie K. Bizek
Amy L. Bondy
Sara E. Brady
Kamren Burns, A.B.
Edward A. Cable
Celeste A. Campbell
Kendall J. Casey
Danielle J. Center, A.B.
Lisa M. Cezat
Michael Chami
Zainab K. Chehib
Mohammed A. Cherri
Jamal M. Chirri
Alexandra T. Chis
Valerie Y. Cholagh, A.B.
Elif S. Cila
Jennifer N. Cleary
Stephanie L. Cosby
Kelly E. Costello, A.B.
Rachel A. Crouse, A.B.
Allison F. Crow
Sara E. Czarnecki
Ibrahim Dagher
Katherine M. Davanzo
Alaina M. De Biasi
Lisa R. Decamindna
Arta Dervishi
Susan L. DeWolf
Timothy A. Doman, A.B.
Curtis A. Ebbitt
Kader I. Eddir
Racha El Ladki
Ahmad T. Elhaouli
Salam F. Elia, A.B.
Derek J. Elliott
Kaitlyn M. Ellis
Michael H. El-Zein
Reyna M. Esquivel-King
Adam M. Fahs
Stephanie R. Fawaz
Aaron R. Figurski, A.B.
Alison M. Flathers
Jennifer Forrester
Michael A. Fritz
Catherine A. Fruth
Heather M. Galanty
Andrew C. Galuszka, A.B.
Joel Garcia
Sara M. Ghannam
Edna D. Green, A.B.
Megan F. Gross, B.S.
Elissa M. Grznicic
Katherine G. Haddad
Nicholas S. Marquette, B.B.A.
Julia M. McGuire
Gaurav Nayyar
Seif S. Osman
Benjamin A. Pohl
Najah R. Saﬁedine
Hannah M. Sanday

Brian M. Sbroglia
Ryan D. Shock
Jin Song
James J. Sovinsky
Michael P. Thomas, B.B.A.
Kanisha Tiwari
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Jessica Wieczorek
Thomas A. Wilk, B.B.A.
Brian A. Williams
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Doha M. Aman
Danielle L. Archibald
Annellyse M. Bawol
Lyndsey D. Berry
Kimberly J. Blanton
Stephanie J. Brown
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Salima Darwiche
Lauren B. Fontaine
Alexandria G. Freeman
Kimberly G. Goralski
Emily L. Hipple
Joy E. Hoffman, A.B.
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Emily T. Hutfloetz, A.B.
Nabila V. Ikrum
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Tandy A. Jurgensen, B.G.S.
Amanda L. Klos
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Allison M. May
Jennifer M. Morgan
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Mahta K. Salami
Sally Snider
Adrianna S. Soranno
Amy T. Szymaszek
Whitney R. Walters
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Kevin M. Armbruster
Christopher N. Bednarz
Daniel A. Bowden
Jack W. Bowers
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Steven J. Bretschneider
Raymond Brikho
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Jason S. Chrispen
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Shane M. Costello, B.S.
Ralph F. Dabiero, B.S.
Bradford O. Dillon
Luke J. Duncan, B.S.
Christopher R. Elkins
Mehdi I. Fals
Enrik Fetolli
Nicholas P. Frison
Travis C. Gage
Ibrahim S. Gelan
Scott R. Georges
Anthony Ghita
Chase E. Goodin
Kelly L. Goodman, B.S.E.I.E.
Paul A. Gruenke
Andrew M. Hagen
Matthew E. Hartzel, B.S.E.C.E.
Brandon W. Holbert
Meer M. Hossain
Gerald Huber
Jason C. Kantner

Neil W. Krzyse
Kelly J. Lagerman
David A. Lawrenchuk, B.S.
Lauren M. Liske, B.S.E.I.E.
Raymond C. Llonillo, B.S.E.E.E.
Jeffrey A. Loiola
Jacob A. Mack
Daniel S. Maggard
Adam L. Malecki
Maeen Y. Mawari, B.S.E.E.E.
Aaron McConnell, B.S.
Sorin Z. Mihaltan
Christopher L. Mikolajewski
Ryan J. Moore
Farouq H. Mozip, B.S.E.E.E.
Gregory R. Mucha, B.S.E.E.E.
Robert A. Mur
Yusuke Narita, B.S.E.E.E.
Nasser A. Nasser
Charles D. Neil
Mark N. Obioha, B.S.E.E.E.
Michael I. Obioha, B.S.E.E.E.
John Palgut
Reed K. Parker
Daniel J. Parrino, B.S.E.M.E.
Chintan M. Patel
Kirit Patel
Margaret L. Pearce
James E. Podges
Lucian Popa, B.S.E.E.E.
Daniel L. Reame, B.S.E.C.E.
Kristina M. Rembisz

Michael P. Rutkowski
Michael C. Scheuber, B.S.E.I.E.
Jason J. Schiller
Dana K. Shahroui, B.S.E.M.E.
Elizabeth M. Shnerpunas
Philip M. Sims, B.S.E.M.E.
Jonathon M. Smereka, B.S.E.E.MAT
Matthew D. Smith
Cameron C. Smyth
Ryan W. Stegenga
Justin A. Stevens
Jessica R. Studnick
Michael A. Suguitan
Jessica A. Swansinger
Trevor N. Tabaka
Jonathan Tang
Sam A. Tfaily
Chaz P. Tinskey
Jessica L. Turner
Diego Vela
Robert J. Wasilevich, B.S.E.I.E.
Anthony G. Wesley
Joseph T. Williams
Sean R. Williams
Bonnie Willyard
Lindsay M. Yaros, B.S.E.E.E.
Patrick K. Yee
Jakob F. Yonan
Diaa M. Younes
Jaafar F. Zahed
George Zhu
Kyle J. Zielinski, B.S.E.I.E.
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Jeffrey A. Berkowitz, B.B.A.  
Sany Bilani, B.B.A.  
Majeda M. Essa, B.B.A.  
Melissa L. FitzGerald, B.B.A.  
Karen Y. Green, B.B.A.  
Kelly M. Hibbard, B.B.A.  
Brian J. Horger, B.B.A.  
Courtney A. Jekot, B.B.A.  
Michael J. Ordo, B.B.A.  
Ashley M. Rose, B.B.A.  
Olga Tabak, B.B.A.
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Katherine A. Allen  
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Emily I. Anderson  
Michael P. Andrews, B.A.  
William P. Arthur  
Dakoda J. Ash  
Melissa M. Babcock  
Nicole M. Bachman  
Jessica R. Back  
Ryan C. Ballard  
Renee L. Balthrop  
Kathryn R. Barnes  
Amber B. Bedwell  
Christina L. Bellows  
Marissa S. Berens  
Ryan C. Biehlby  
Rebecca L. Bloser  
William D. Boa  
Keri A. Bogen  
Andrew M. Bolton  
Joseph M. Bookey, B.A.  
Laura B. Bowden, B.A.  
Lisa Boyle  
Nathan L. Browning  
Derrick A. Bryson  
Douglas I. Bunker, B.S.  
Alicia L. Burgess  
Kaili S. Burgess  
Patrick E. Burrus  
James C. Burt  
Kyle D. Burton  
Lauren A. Buswell  
Adam P. Butcher  
Todd M. Butler  
Mark E. Callahan  
Alysha L. Card  
Keith L. Carpenter, Jr.  
Christina Y. Carr, B.S.  
Rebecca R. Carr, B.A.  
Jamal H. Chokr  
Lea B. Christensen-Martin  
Katharine S. Christie, B.A.  
Teresa J. Clark  
Kyle J. Clough  
Laura R. Cochran  
Victoria A. Collins  
Randy C. Conrad  
Jamie L. Conroy  
James C. Cook  
David A. Cortes-Olivares  
Kimberly A. Couchman  
David W. Craig  
Stephen J. Culbert  
Ahmad T. Dandachi  
Thomas C. Danis, Jr.  
Paul D. Daugherty  
Emma A. Davis  
Nicholas A. Dean  
Amy N. DeLaRosa  
Jarod S. Dempsey  
Jean E. Denver, B.S.  
Benjamin L. Dickie, B.A.  
Derek D. Dohrman  
Sarah E. Dove  
Stephen P. Drabik, B.A.  
Kristen T. Drier  
Lisha E. Drouin  
Amber M. Dryden  
Joyraj B. D’Souza  
Patricia A. Dziekonska  
Christian D. Earl, B.A.S.  
Tara A. Eason  
Mousab M. Eter  
Amanda R. Fairchild, B.A.  
Thae J. Farhan  
David P. Farley  
Allen E. Farmer  
Joan C. Fath  
Christopher A. Fenner  
Trisha S. Ferris  
Demadison J. Fife  
Valerie S. Forsyth  
Mary K. Fox  
Ariel N. Fray  
Mark A. Freel  
Regina M. Friske  
Danielle C. Fulcher  
Skye Gabel, B.A.  
Andrea R. Garber  
Juan C. Garcia  
Cassandra L. Gersky  
Alexander J. Ghattas  
Megan E. Gilbert  
Sarah M. Gilbert, B.A.  
Jake R. Gleiser  
Joshua A. Glitz  
Ruben Gonzalez III, B.A.  
Bethany R. Good  
Andrew B. Gorzen  
Ryan D. Gosselin  
Thaddeus D. Green, B.A.  
Raymond J. Haden, B.A.  
Anthony J. Halicki, B.S.  
Ryan W. Hammer  
Vincent R. Hamo, B.A.  
Ashley M. Harrell, B.A.  
Jessica L. Harshfield  
Benjamin J. Hart  
Troy R. Hassell  
Courtney G. Hatcher  
Noor Haydar  
Jozyane S. Hayek  
Jillian E. Hayes  
Melanie L. Hayes  
Heather L. Hearn  
Ryan E. Heavner  
Rita J. Heidtman, B.A.  
Cynthia L. Holland, B.S.  
Carrie A. Holstine  
Fan Hong  
Bruce A. Horn, Jr.  
Elizabeth K. Houbeck  
Sarah A. Hubbs  
Asif Iqbal, B.S.  
Safaia Issawi  
Shannon N. Jacobs  
Mekelle Y. James  
Tarek E. Jarayseh  
Sarah E. Jarrett  
Juanita E. Johnson  
Timothy P. Johnson  
Michael D. Johnston, B.A.  
Jelena Jovic  
Jessica L. Justice  
Abby Mc. Kaiser  
Katina G. Kapellas  
Anna D. Kashkanova  
Fadi B. Kassis  
Aaron J. Keel, B.A.  
Victoria M. Kellogg  
Ray R. Kemmer II  
Jeffrey V. Kender  
Loveleen K. Khehra  
Karam C. Khirfan  
Alison M. Kimberly  
Alison G. Klajda  
Julie C. Kouri, B.A.
Jacob A. Krzystowczyk, B.S.
Gregory P. Kubik
Joshua R. LaBar
Kenneth R. LaBelle
Zoe R. Lazar-Hale, B.A.
Elizabeth A. LeBlanc
Melissa A. Leemhuis
Andrew T. Lenox
Amie M. Lewis
Debra L. Lintz
Jeremy W. Lively
Brittney R. Lower
Jan C. Luther
Samantha J. MacFarland
Lauren E. Main
Marianne E. Manley
Brandon R. Marks
Nathan G. Marzonie
Becky A. Matthews
Ashley E. Mattiuzzo
Alexandria L. McClenathen
Warren N. McClure II
Scott E. McDonald
Sean N. McDowell
Allison L. McGarry
Virginia F. McKenna
Kelsey J. McManam
Michelle T. McNulty
Patrick M. McNulty
Ashley B. McQuarters
Cody C. Miller
Ryan W. Mitchell
Jeremy J. Montpas
Jessica E. Morgan
Natalie M. Moulton
Kyle A. Mountz
Ashley E. Mucha
Nancy E. Nesterowich
Natasha L. Nivison
Lindsay R. Novotny
Jeffrey T. Nugent
Erin R. Numerick
Joshua J. O’Brien
Mitchell D. Ortenburg
Nicole M. Ostrowski
Sarah B. Page
Pearl E. Paldanius
Heather L. Palmer
Abbie M. Patykowski
Dayton R. Paul
Shanna K. Paul
Michael R. Pauldine
Laura A. Perkins
Lisa R. Perry
Katy E. Potts
Jennifer M. Prestenbach, B.A.
Jenec C. Price, B.B.A.
Jennifer L. Profitt
Sarah J. Pugsley, B.A.
Patrick N. Quinlan
Raghad M. Rabah
Cynthia A. Rahrig
Robert O. Reitz
Monica S. Robertson
Macy M. Robinson
Kimberly S. Roddy, B.A.
Sarah E. Roomer, B.S.
Erin E. Rose, B.F.A.
William N. Rosenmund
Jennifer N. Ross
Jason E. Roy
David B. Rozanski
Daniel A. Russ
Christina S. Salib
Enda J. Santee
Elizabeth S. Sauvie
Kimberly K. Sawyer
Mindy M. Schlaud, B.A.
Elizabth A. Schlieger, B.A.
Benjamin R. Schmitt, B.F.A.
Katie A. Schott
Jennifer J. Schwartz
Kari A. Seitz
Travis T. Senk
Jennifer J. Serwach
Nadine A. Seudeal
Amanda B. Sheehy
Jessica R. Shock, B.A.
Ashleigh M. Shooshanian
Lindsay A. Silver
Charles A. Sisovski
Andrea L. Skarsten, B.A.
Darcy L. Smith
Nora M. Smith
Whitney L. Smith
Lorrie E. Soini
Jeremy J. Southworth
Theresa M. Spencer, B.A.
Daniel A. Spicer
Matthew J. Sternemann
Matthew A. Stodola
Michael L. Stogdill
Benjamin J. Strickland
Michelle L. Swarbrick
Leila Tarkaji
Sarah E. Taylor
Michelle A. Templeton
Candis N. Thayer
Alisha L. Thibodeau, B.A.
Samantha F. Thomas
Donald J. Thompson
Taylor M. Thurston
Alaina L. Tindall
Alec Q. Tower
Kara E. Trosino, B.A.
Aaron W. Tyler
Lindsey M. Van Buren III
Jonathan Vida
Patrick A. Wegman II, B.S.
Sirius A. Welch
Shane P. White
Karla B. Widing
Amanda J. Wilbur
Scott S. Wolfarth, B.S.
David K. Youn
Jessica A. Zorn, B.A.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
University of Michigan — Flint
Rose F. Oaklander, B.A.
Elsa S. Olmsted
Elizabeth G. Ostrander
Karla K. Palmer, B.S.
Emily K. Pedrotti, B.S.
Alicia R. Potter
Kristen M. Provost
Cassandra J. Reamer
Sarah J. Reil, B.S.
Bryan L. Repper
Julie J. Riley
John M. Riskovich
Chelsea M. Roach
Andrea E. Rodriguez
Eric B. Ryan
Violet A. Sabo, B.S.
Brittany J. Sammons
Dale C. Sargent
Alecia M. Schabel
Jennie L. Scott
Kristen M. Selves
Kristin M. Shields, B.S.
Jennifer L. Smith, B.S.
Jennie A. Sola, B.S.
Rachel M. Stelter, B.S.
Erica A. Striggow
Melissa R. Thibo, B.S.
Michael A. Thomas, B.B.A.
Luke G. Tower
Missy L. Trinidad
Kayla M. Trundle
Tia M. Tucker
Philip A. Watkins
Stacy L. Wheat
Heather N. Williams
Shondrika N. Williams
Brianne D. Wolfe
Darrin P. Woodbeck

School of Health Professions and Studies
University of Michigan — Flint

Khalil Y. Abou Samra
Chinenye U. Akujobi, B.S.N.
Steven C. Alder, B.S.N.
Melissa K. Allen
George S. Arnould, B.S.
Kristina N. Avery
Cheryl A. Barker, B.S.N.
Tara R. Bartle
Kimberly A. Beavers
Jennifer R. Bechtel
Shoba S. Berkuchel, B.S.N.
Shana M. Black, B.S.N.
Kathryn M. Blair
Bridgele L. Bonardelli
Brett S. Bowers, B.S.N.
Matthew D. Burgess
Maureen E. Caleca, B.S.N.
Deana L. Calme
Funda K. Charlot, B.S.N.
Gregory M. Chittle
Renee E. Clemons, B.S.N.
Marshall A. Colbert
Amy K. Conley, B.S.N.
Suzanne M. Connelly
Katie A. Crum, B.S.
Rachelle L. Daly, B.S.N.
Stephanie E. Dekoski
Stacy L. Derners, B.S.N.
Holly A. Devereil
Danielle A. Dobrot
Kristy L. Dockery, B.S.
Clay O. Dockins
Scott K. Drews
Bonnie M. Durbin
Jason M. Eichhoff, B.S.N.
Roger J. Elsworth
Raeanne L. Erickson
Jewell G. Falkner
Alexander J. Ferda, B.S.N.
Beth A. Ferreyra, B.S.N.
Brian J. Flynn, B.S.N.
Susan M. Gajdos, B.S.N.
Lucie F. Gillespie
Bethany M. Gilling, B.S.N.
Erica K. Grappin, B.S.
Mindy M. Griwatsch, B.S.N.
Sean M. Haller
Carin A. Hanson, B.S.N.
Sheila B. Hare
Thomas M. Hart II
Nicolas M. Hedtler
Christie L. Heenan, B.S.
Lee A. Hodson
Clayton D. House, B.S.N.
Ineke K. Irish, B.S.N.
Kellin L. Jackson
Lauren E. Jankowski
Jennifer K. Johnson, B.S.N.
Abdar A. Jondy
Antoinette M. Kiboshki
Michael B. Kilmer, B.S.N.
Katie M. Kim, B.A.
Suzette M. Larson
Robin L. Leiger
Melissa A. Lengel
Stephanie A. Licquia
Denika L. Lloyd, B.S.N.
Mary C. Long
Stacy M. Luttrell, B.S.N.
Kelly A. Luzenski, B.S.N.
Helen S. Mangrett, B.S.N.
Samantha J. Mansueti, B.S.
Stephanie R. Mantey
Mark J. Marshall, B.S.N.
Peter J. Mccandall, B.S.N.
Tricia L. Mcnally, B.S.
Penny L. Melton, B.S.N.
Lindsay L. Messner, B.S.N.
Rebeka F. Miller
Shawna M. Moskow
Lynelle K. Mueser, B.S.N.
Lacey R. Nichols
Christina A. Niles
Ayala A. Olk-Szost
Kwaku A. Osei
April K. Overland
Matthew T. Pierce, B.S.
Andrew A. Purcell
Mohamed B. Radhouani, B.S.
Cassie K. Ratza
Samanta L. Reuter
Megan K. Rogers, B.S.
Rozita G. Sanders, B.S.N.
Savannah J. Sanford
Catherine M. Scheuer, B.S.N.
Jessica A. Schulte
Lauren I. Shadik
Alan G. Smith, B.S.N.
Bryan A. Sorys, B.S.N.
Kathleen A. Stewart
Katy L. Strobel
Joshua D. Stroup
Susan D. Suma
Elin J. Szura
Kaelee T. Vancamp, B.S.
Michelle VanderVoord
Shawn M. Yoga
Cameron K. Waits
Kati L. Webster
Andrew A. Weinrauch
Erica L. Williams, B.A.
Amanda E. Wobbebeking
Amy K. Worges
Giana G. Yacoub, B.S.
Kayla N. Zachary
Sydnee R. Adams
Nicole D. Alexander
Remo Antoniolli, B.B.A.
Chelsea A. Balcom
Charles P. Bassham
Amanda S. Bentley, B.B.A.
Abby L. Bishop, B.B.A.
Michael G. Burley, B.B.A.
Marley E. Chasen
Whitney L. Clarke
Gabriela U. Connor, B.B.A.
Trevor L. Council, B.B.A.
Brianna L. Currin
Lauren M. Demers
Susan J. Dykstra
Mark L. Fitchett
Jeremy J. Francis
Mary E. Gallagher, B.B.A.
Celeste M. Grab
Jordan M. Hackett
Stephanie R. Hawes
Andrew B. High
Taylor A. Hinds
Ashley R. Johnson
Jendiria M. Johnson
Amanda K. Jones
Joshua S. Justice
Roy L. Kaspar, B.B.A.
Stephanie Kyereme
Michael P. LePage, B.B.A.
Han Li
Danielle R. Linker
Steven C. Mao
Scott M. Maxson
Robert F. McAvoy
Amanda M. McDonough
James B. Mitchell II
Paul A. Neumaier, B.B.A.
Kayla R. Palmer
Kathryn L. Pennington
Zachery S. Phillips, B.B.A.
Lindsey J. Prieur
Fatima A. Qureshi
Amanda R. Rinz
Amar M. Rushing
Monzir M. Sabbag
Douglas R. Sawicki
Matthew J. Schultz
Jungjin Shin, B.B.A.
Jeffrey D. Smith
Noah K. Sperling
Erica L. Thompson
Erica R. Thompson
Ellina V. Tikhonova
Jennifer L. Tonkovich, B.B.A.
My T. Tran
Deanna K. Tremain, B.B.A.
Trisha I. Valley, B.B.A.
Yunyi Wang, B.B.A.
Beau J. Weidner
Sandra L. Will
Joseph W. Willoughby
Jeffrey R. Wood
Like Wu
Ryan W. Zelenbaba
Ashley M. Ziola
William J. Branstrom Freshman Prizes

First-term freshmen who rank in the upper five percent of their class within their school or college are awarded the William J. Branstrom Freshman Prize. The student must have taken at least 14 graded credits during fall term to be eligible for this award.

Please remember to pick up your personalized book prize. Check www.honors.umich.edu for book prize locations.

School of Art and Design
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Emily Ruth Breeding
Lindsey May Eldredge-Fox
Jamie Kayla Fishman

Carly Jaclyn Gertler
Vaishnavi Ilankamban
Ian James Matchett
Stephanie Ann Schutter

College of Engineering
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Anne Marie Autio
Sergei Sergeevich Avedisov
Austen Verbrugge Bernardi
Samuel Michael Burhans
Gregory Cass
Sarah Catherine Clark
Ian Alexander Cleary
Nicholas James Cobane
Trevor Daniel Cuffe
Chase Stewart Cundiff
Timothy Robert Curran
Jessica Ann De Jong
Pooja Siddharth Desai
Samuel Drew Dettling
Brandon Adam Evans
Nadav Geva
Jonathon David Gold
Elizabeth Lynn Grobbel
Stephen Wightman Harlow
Chen He
Chung-Kai Hung
Steve Hwang

Eeshan Jatin Khanpara
Michael Charles Kines
Bret Michael Kirchner
Julia Bingham Kohanek
Andrew Ky Kuo
Matthew John Laing
Stephen Michael Lanham
Michael David Laskey
Derek Michael Lax
Yue Li
Sheng Fa Lin
William Guanzhou Liu
Juan Ignacio Luciano
Etienne Deepak Lussiez
Joseph Robert Martoglio
Brian Michael Mejeur
Duncan L. Miller
Priya Srinivasan Moni
Mishaal Adnan Muqaddam
Austin Douglas Campbell Murtland
Brian Stephen Nimmo
Vinit Sanjay Parikh
Ryan Thomas Pollard
Mollie Jean Pozolo
Paul Jeffrey Rigge
Eva Marie Robert
Alex Dwane Robinson
Diane Marie Schroth
Andrew Patrick Segavac
Shiming Song
Jun Jie Eugene Tan
Patrick Thomas Theisen
Kedao Wang
Chirapon Wangwongwiroj
Eric Cousino Welch
Nathan Michael Werme
David Warren Wilkins
Jamie Lee Wisser
Rebecca Gail Wolkoff
Xiang Zhou
Xinxin Zhu
Carolyn Anne Zick
Sean David Zimmerman
Emily Ruth Zumbrunnen

School of Kinesiology
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Seth Daniel Goldman
Shana Ashley Manning
David Matthew Noble

Kaitlyn Joyce Patterson
Brandon Scott Rhodes
Jessica Ester Schwartz
Kimberly Jill Wehner
Jonathan Alexander Achard
Amy M. Afonso
Leonard Agranat
Amir Abdelwahhab Alawneh
Hasenin Al-Khersan
Scott Considine Andersen
Andrew R. Baker
Hilary Beth Baruch
Ahmad Akram Bazzi
Hassan R. Bazzi
Morgan Yvonne Beckett
Kristin Savita Beharry
Thomas Donald Behringer
Sydney Elizabeth Behrmann
Rachel Irene Belsky
Jamie Faryl Bennett
Molly Sarah Berenhaus
Katherine Eleanor Bergen
Heather Lynn Bicknell
Kevin Joseph Binder
Panagiotis Bletsis
Phillip John Bonofiglo
Gabriella Larissa Boufford
Danielle Elise Brodsky
Elyse Marin Brogdon
Erica Lynn Budge
Joshua Brannon Buoy
Leah Rose Burgin
Joseph Robert Cadagin
Shane Patrick Callaghan
Caroline Ruth Canning
Stacey Michelle Caplan
Mackenzie Allen Caple
Emily Catherine Carroll
Shelby Landers Cashman
Michael Thomas Cathcart
Samantha Narelle Chappell
Ben Gossin Charoenwong
Dana M. Chavez
Stephanie Tienshaw Chen
Wenqin Chen
Emily Man-Ming Chiu
May Yee Chow
Jessica Beth Cicurel
Joshua Michael Corriveau
Kevin Donald Davies
Kelly Lynne Day
Kyle Kelley Deming
Jessica Forsythe Dennis
Rahil Mukesh Dharia
Laura Margaret Lehman Distel
John Anthony Ellenkiotis
Joseph Solomon Eskin
Benjamin Philip Estes
Deena Jae Etter
Erika Kay Fairfield
Lia Rose Farb
Kay Sueru Feker
Julia Valli Stark Feldman
Lily Scarlet Freedberg
Maya Catherine Friedman
Lauren Hanna Frisch
Yara Ganem
Sarah Julianna Gaubatz
Jordan Lee Gavin
Yaqi Ge
Kendall Marie Getts
Andrew Burns Gillespie
Sara Palazzo Ginzberg
Rebecca Diane Gleit
Holly Michele Godden
Melissa Stacy Goodhart
John Stewart Greenlee
Trevor Joseph Grieb
Nicole Danielle Grinstein
Jason Guan
Rebecca Marcon Guerriero
Michael William Guisinger
Abra Yarbai Guo
Chong Guo
Jennifer Kay Gustafson
Angela S. Haddad
David A. Haidar
Kelsey Johanna Hamrick
Junichi Robert Hara
Daniel Rayor Hast
Grace Ann Hendrix
Ilana Chryystal Herzberg
Erika Nicole Hirsch
Jeffrey Scott Hollingsworth
Xiaowei Hong
Samantha Horsell
Scan Charles Houchins
Jonathan Robert Hunacek
Ellen Elizabeth Huntley
Mathew T. Idichandy
Martha Christine Johnson
Tylor Leland Jones
Alfred Juncaj
Sandhya Kajeepeta
Andrew John Kalenkiewicz
William James Kane
Christopher Jinghan Kao
Tejas Karnati
Charlotte Anne Keeler
Daniel K. Keith
James Patrick Kennedy
Amy Elizabeth Kettner
Hasan Mujib Khan
Humza Mujib Khan
Hong San Kim
Alexander Jeffrey King
Genevieve Ann King
Jeremy Adam Klaben
Anastasia Klimchynskaya
Aaron Tyler Krupkin
Kelly Vinchy Ku
Henry Kuang
Andrew Adams Kuntz
Lucas Steven Lafreniere
Sharon Irene Layani
Jade Lee
Sang Min Lee
Rose Irene Lefevre-Levy
Alexander William Lemmen
Benjamin Joseph Levin
Samuel Johnson Lewis
Justin Michael Liedel
Jiahao Lin
Thomas Shiyu Liu
Caroline Bingham Logan
Ariel Matthew Luks
Minjie Ma
Shai Madjar
Aaron Howard Magid
Sylvia Siobhan Mahaffey
Katherine Christie Marion
Lauren Kendall Materne
Leslie Fay Materne
Mary Katherine McGilvray
Daniel Raymond McGraw
Matthew Patrick Merlo
Mara Talin Minasian
Anupama Mohanachandran
Matthew James Mortellaro
David Robert Moskowitz
Brandon Michael Mulcrone
Ryan Joseph Mundu
Ghada Dib Mustapha
Mutan Naamani
Surya Deepak Nagaraja
Mohamad Jihad Naim
Amy Maryam Navvab
Bach Minh Nguyen
Evan Thornton Nichols
Vincent Andrew Pallazola
Devin Marie Parsons
Ramez Hany Wadie Philips
Erin Leigh Piell
Kristina Elyse Pingston
Matthew George Pinos
Megan Catherine Pratt
Simon Qin
Melissa Marie Range
Talia Mirit Ribnick
Maria Christine Rieman-Klingler
Lan Laurel Ritchie
Jaber Mohamed Saad
Jacqueline Sarah Sahagian
Danielle Olivia Sanfield
Jennifer Rittmaster Saper
Danielle Rose Sarbone
Matthew Louis Scarpelli
Mark McClennen Schweig
Emily Anne Schwessinger
Cydney Kate Seigerman
Diana Christine Shan
Yang Sheng
Julie Maren Sherbill
David Alfred Sherman
Connie Rong Shi
Todd Andrew Siegal
Savannah Mae Sisk
Emily Marie Slade
Joline Nichole Smith
Sarah Rebekah Smith
Sarah Ellen Spalth
Sam Spiegelman
Adrienne Taylor Steele
Holly Marie Stehlin
Charles Henry Stibitz
Aliza Shaya Storchan
Eliza Meredith Stout
Rushi Kamlesh Surati
Nicole Jayne Sweet
Rachel Zinnen Tasker
Andrea Teresa Taverna
Gregory William Taylor
Alexander Vladimirovich
Tereshchenko
Jennifer Lee Thomas
Sarah Thompson
Terrie Marcus Tin
Thea Hatton Torek
Laura Elizabeth Torp
Elizabeth Lauren Traison
Nicholas George Triantafillou
Alison Nicole Tseng
Iris Pang Tseng
Ayeshia Usmani
Patrick Joseph Valenti
Dana Kay Van Oostenburg
Jonathon Walter Vargo
Tanu Priya Verma
Aimee I-Hsuan Vester
Samantha Jane Vredeveld
Nicholas Ryan Walker-Craig
Anqi Wang
Lisa A. Wang
Meng Wang
Shuhan Wang
Jeffrey John Waraniak
Amanda Christie Webster
Elizabeth Thorner Weilburg
Danielle Beth Weinberg
Meredith Susan Welch
Anthony Daniel Widjaja
Ying Xu
Seong Kyu Yang
Rachel Faia Yanovski
Ariella Jae Yedwab
Anemea Seraji Yovan
Linghui Zhang

School of Music, Theatre, and Dance
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Chanah Ambuter
Jane Elizabeth Bruce
Pierre Nezahualcoyotl Derycz
Lauren Regina Halyo
Trent Marshall Hibbard
Elly Madlene Jarvis
David A. Kaplinsky
Abby Ruth Lewis-Lakin
Christine Harada Li
Erin Jennifer Mernoff
Paul Michael Murley
Alan W. Nagel
Devon Grace Perry
Deanna Marie Sirkot

School of Nursing
University of Michigan — Ann Arbor

Valerie Jane Bagley
Caroline Elizabeth Connolly
Kathryn Ann Gorsuch
Blaine Elizabeth Krach
Sara Michelle Lebovic
Evelyn Marie Shea
Brandon Roberts Streb
Shana Nichole Walker
Jiayi Wan

College of Arts, Sciences, and Letters
University of Michigan — Dearborn

Hanan S. Alwaseem
Brandon J. Baker
Ahmad A. Ballout
Sumit Bandekar
Danya N. Berri
Avery L. Bodenmiller
Youssef A. Dakdallah
Nathaniel H. Dessert
Anthony R. Fastiggi
Lukas Garske
Hala M. Hachem
Amanda A. Ismail
Catherine E. Jahnke
Harkamal S. Jhajj
Ahmed E. Kazem
Asraa Kenaan
Kelly L. Kobberstad
Jessica G. Lamontagne
Marcus A. Lehr
Louis H. Lotvola
Syed H. Mahmood
Cory D. Page
Amanda A. Quartz
Angela J. Sabella
Emily A. Skarbinski
Robert J. Stanko
Michael A. Vail-Steele
Abir S. Viquar
Anese A. Yaffai

College of Business
University of Michigan — Dearborn

Nasir S. Bokhari
Bryan M. Davison
Kaya W. Dobson
Adrian D. Halim
Alex J. Murray
Derek H. Nelson
### School of Education

*University of Michigan — Dearborn*

Heather A. Flores  Elizabeth L. Kiluk  Kelsey J. Wydendorf

### College of Engineering and Computer Science

*University of Michigan — Dearborn*

Stefan A. Arambasich  Colin M. Brady  Meredith W. Citkowskii  Dane W. Haskin

Joshua C. Morrison  Daniel S. Painter  Molly E. Pohutski

Patrick F. Reilly  Megan R. Roemmele  Steve H. Zinkosky

### College of Arts and Sciences

*University of Michigan — Flint*

Alan J. Bannister  Katelyn M. Berry  Kaitlin E. Borton  Simhadri A. Botta  Sarah A. Boxey  Brooke J. Chartrand  Joshua A. Connelly  Jacqueline M. Connolly  Corey J. Fielder  Spencer C. Ford

Samantha M. Foren  Lindsay S. Holman  David T. Jackson  Jerika A. Keene  Ariel E. Kirby  SeokJoo Kwak  Matthew T. Lewis  Jillian E. Mac  Logan T. McGrady  Zachary R. Murphy


### School of Health Professions and Studies

*University of Michigan — Flint*

Angela C. Cuppernoll  Sydney A. Lorey

Alison Martin  Heather L. Martin  Samantha L. Robinson

### School of Management

*University of Michigan — Flint*

Todd C. Ackerman  Joseph C. Elliott

Keith W. Galbraith  Matthew A. Tanyi
Statement on Freedom of Speech and Artistic Expression

Thank you for attending this program. The University of Michigan strives to create a truly open forum, one in which diverse opinions can be expressed and heard.

It is the right of members of the University community, speakers, artists, and other invited guests to express their views and opinions at the University. We will protect the right of individuals to speak or perform, and the rights of those members of the University community who wish to hear and communicate with an invited speaker or artist.

Protesters also have a right to express their opposition to a speaker in appropriate ways, both within the confines of this building and outside the facility. However, protesters must not interfere unduly with communication between a speaker or artist and members of the audience.

If the hosts of this event or University representatives believe that protesters are interfering unduly with a speaker or performer’s freedom of expression, those protesters will be warned. If the warnings are not heeded and the interference continues, then the individuals responsible may be removed from the building.

We reaffirm these policies in order to most fully protect the rights of free expression for speakers, performers, and protesters alike, as set forth by our Civil Liberties Board in our Student Handbook, and in accordance with the U-M Standard Practice Guide; Regents’ Ordinance Article XII, Section 1; and state statutes.

Nondiscrimination Policy

The University of Michigan, as an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer, complies with all applicable federal and state laws regarding nondiscrimination and affirmative action. The University of Michigan is committed to a policy of equal opportunity for all persons and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, marital status, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, disability, religion, height, weight, or veteran status in employment, educational programs and activities, and admissions. Inquiries or complaints may be addressed to the Senior Director for Institutional Equity, and Title IX/Section 504/ADA Coordinator, Office of Institutional Equity, 2072 Administrative Services Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1432, 734-763-0235, TTY 734-647-1388. For other University of Michigan information call 734-764-1817.
The Yellow and Blue

Sing to the colors that float in the light;
Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!

Yellow the stars as they ride thro’ the night,
And reel in a rollicking crew;

Yellow the fields where ripens the grain,
And Yellow the moon on the harvest wain;

Hail!

Hail to the colors that float in the light;
Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!